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Chapter I
PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
Vifhen the student at the School of Education goes to his classes to seek
information concerning his future position, he is likely to ask, "TJhat, in
general, will I be expected to do as a teacher of Social Studies?" He will
want to know how many hours he will be expected to spend in the school,
"TVliat subjects, besides Social Studies, will I be expected to teach? Is ther $
ai^ course I may take now, any activity that I may engage in, that will make
it easier for me to get a better position when I begin to teach? Should I
join the newspaper staff or the football team for greater advantage in ob-
taining a job later on? 'flhat extra duties or, for that matter, what in-
school duties, will pay me extra money? How much can I expect to make when
I begin to teach? Will it be enough to live on? Would I be wise to obtain
my Master's degree before I begin teaching, or should I bother with it at all'
How much are new courses, like driving instruction, catching on in the public
schools? Will I wind up in a traditional school with few extra-curricular
activities, or will there be a variety of worthwhile activities in my school
that I may enjoy working at? How do I know that I*d enjoy teaching? ^,'?hat
other position might I obtain if I don't care for teaching?"
In order to provide the answers to these and a multitude of other ques-
tions that the student is justified in asking, the advisor may refer him to
one of the many monographs^ on teaching at the School of Education library.
The student may seek his information at the Placement Service office about
graduates who have obtained teaching positions, and discover that the files
1. for exair;:)le: Careers, High School Teaching as a Career , number 183, pub-
lished by The Institute for Research, Chicago, 1948,
rC
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are closed, due to the confidential nature of the information secured. He maj
write to a graduate, and obtain only one side of the picture. He may request
the results of follow-up studies triiich he assumes that a modern School of Sd-|
ucation conducts, and discover that there are only a few studies done by
Master's candidates in the fields of Business Jiducationl and Physical Educa-
tionf but that in Social Studies there are no recent studies at the School
of Education.
For infomat ion on salaries, he may turn to the Massachusetts Teachers
Federation, which conducts frequent studies of salaries in Lliassachusetts,
noting the averages in various towns and cities. He would probably have a
difficult time, however, in discovering the starting salaries of his partic-
ular group, or the relation of aalaries of graduates with 3. S. or Master's
degrees. The same would be true for many phases of teaching in which the
student is interested.
Without doubt, there are many general discussions of various phases of
the teaching profession which might give the student hints as to the possi-
bilities in his future position. Chamberlain? for example, notes the grow-
ing importance of extra-curricular activities in the public school system
when he says:
1* Costello, I'/jargaret G. , A Survey of the Administration of lilxtra-Curricular
Activities and the J-lxtra-Curricular Activities of Business Teachers
,
Unpub-
lished Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1948.
Josko, William J. , A Follow-Up Study of the Business iiiducation Graduates
of the University of New Hampshire
,
Unpublished Piaster's Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, School of Education, 1948,
2. llTilson, V/illiam H. , A Follow-Up Study of Graduates in Health and Physical
Education
, Service Paper, Boston University, School of Education, 1948.
3. Chamberlain, Leo M., The Teacher and School Organization
,
Mew York,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1936, p. 441

3Such activities are now encouraged and not infrequently initiated by
the school authorities themselves, and in any effective school that are
under the control and supervision of the faculty, in many instances cred-
it is given for activities cominonly described as extra-curricular; special
periods have been set aside in the regular schedule for such activities in
hundreds of schools; and most able administrators take the position that a
portion of such work, at least, should be scheduled as a part of the regu-
lar school program.
Goons^ adds something of a specific nature to the discussion of extra-
curricular activities when he lists various types of activities, conducted in]
school systems, such as Stamp Club, Girls' Harmony Club, Welfare Club, Junior
Library Staff Club, Supervision of elections, various dances and fetes, the
Class Play, Traffic Squad, Yearbook, etc., all of which the future teacher
ahould become familiar with in order to be successful as a sponsor of extra-
curricular activities.
In noting the great importance of the present day extra-curricular pro-
gram, Schorling2 says:
Extra-curricular work in its present sweeping dimensions is relatively
new. It is an outgrowth of changing social conditions and represents the
attempt of the school to serve a need in the student's life and development
that the home and community met when our social system was less complex.
The extra-curricular program is an important answer to the present demand
that the school furnish more then mere academic knowledge, that it really
serve as a broad preparation for life. In many schools this program is the
approved instrument by which an obsolete and an inadequate curriculum is
modified.
From the quotations given above, it is quite evident that extra-curric-
ular activity, as one phase of teaching, is becoming more and more important
in the teacher's program. But before the prospective teacher can study ex-
tra-curricular activity in other than a general way, he must have more than
the general information given above. He should know the requirements, not of
1. Coons, Extra-Curricular Activities in Junior and Senior High Schools, Un-
published Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of iiducation, 1934,
2. Schorling, Raliegh, The High School Teacher in the Llaking, Second Experi-
mental iiidition, Ann Arbor, iidwards Bros. c. 1931, Unit II, p. 1

all schools in all places in the United States, but of those schools which
may be expected to seek his services as a teacher when he graduates. Since
he cannot obtain such information except thrpugh a study of specific cases,
he should be able to know what graduates who have gone before him are ex-
pected to teach, and what year-by-year trends are evident in t he schools
served by the graduates of Boston University School of Education,
As in extra-curricular activities, so in other phases of teaching, ,/ill
the teacher be expected to participate in curriculum revision? Chamberlain^
notes that while most teachers are not expected to engage in curriculum re-
vision, thousands of teachers are engaged in this task, and should be so
trained as to be able to assume this all-important responsibility. Should
the teacher be aware of current practices in real schools in order to adjust
properly, or will his academic and idealistic preparation serve to make the
adjustment to the school situation easier than if he accepted sub-standard
methods employed in schools where he is likely to teach? Billett^ emphasize^
the need for a teacher to know the school situation where he is expected to
teach in order that he may adjust properly to the real life situation in
which he finds himself, not the ideal classroom of the University. Hesays,
"He (the new teacher) should realize that he is not fully prepared for real
teaching unless he is aware of current realities and problems of secondary-
school teaching and has done considerable thinking about the improvement of
these realities and about the solution of these problems," In what better
way can the student of education secure information about the schools in
which he is expected to teach than through follow-up studies conducted in
1. Chamberlain, op. cit, p. 401
2. Billett, Roy 0,, Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching , Houghton,
Mifflin Co., Boston, 1940, page 185.
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cooperation with the teaching graduete and the school where his teaching is
being done.
Finally, the prospective teacher may desire to know about the three
phases of school life that Roemer^ regards as all important, that is, the
Homeroom, Clubs, and Assemblies, He declares:
The school may even function with a certain degree of success without
many of the extra-curricular activities generally carried on in a modern,
up-to-date, well-administered junior or senior high school; but few if any
schools may be rated among the better ones unless their homerooms, clubs,
and assemblies are well organized and administered. These three activities
are basic in successful school administration and organization. They are
those activities in which practically all teachers should participate and
do participate in some manner.
To what extent will the future teacher participate inthese things, and
how much training Is necessary for proper participation? Only by follow-up
studies of specific graduates who serve the particular type of school most
widely served by Boston University School of ilducation can the student of
education discover the extent to ^ich homerooms, clubs, and assemblies are
a part of every teacher's program, and the activities included in these three
phases of the new education.
We discover, then, that a year-by-year, extensive and intensive follow-
up study is the best answer to the variety of questions that the new student
is likely to ask regarding his future occupation. The books on the subject
contain many worthwhile hints, but they are not adequate because they must
necessarily serve a variety of individuals teaching a variety of subjects in
a variety of different teaching situations. To emphasize a point made evi-
dent in the old type teaching, they do not make provision for individual
differences. Only specific year-by-year follow-up of graduates teaching in
1. Roemer, Allen and Yarnell, Basic Student Activities, Silver Burdett and
Company, New York, 1935, p. iii

schools where the present students are likely to teach can do that.
But the value of a follow-up study is not restricted to oeinefits for
the student of education. After a carefully prepared, acientifIcally conduc|
ted study of teaching graduates, the school may discover that certain curric|
alar offerings fail to fill the teacher's need that they once did or that
other vitally needed subjects or areas are being neglected. A progressive
educational institution should not do less that keep in touch with graduates
whose professional training at the school of iiiducation has fitted them well
or poorly for their teaching positions. To what extent, for example, are
Chamberlain} v^ostello? Hoemer^ correct when they declare that extra-cur-
ricular programs are becoming vitally important, but are being neglected by
schools of education with academically inclined faculties? V/hat percentage
of a Boston University graduate's time is spent in extra-curricular duties i] l
the schools where he teaches? Should his one hundred and tv/enty hours of
training include a similar percentage of extra-curricular duties or training'
A third benefit is derived from the follow-up study when the graduate,
having answered the follow-up questionnaire, indicates the he needs help in
one or several areas that the school may be able to supply by conference,
correspondence, or visit. Lathursf^ is especially lucid on this point,
Bathurst^ regards the follow-up service for any college as a great
value because of the following reasons:
1. A large majority of teachers colleges, while failing to nrovide for
1. Chamberlain, op. cit
.
i), vli
2. Costello, op. cit. 6
3. Hoemer, op. cit
.
p.
4. Bathurst, Sffie C-. , A Teachers College Jollow-"Jp Service , Teachers Colleg'
Columbia University, Contributions to iilduation, No. 478, Bureau of .rublica-
tions, Teachers College, Columbia University, 'Iot; York City, 1931, p. 20
5. Ibid. D. 5.
'1
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follow-up service, agree to the worth of the work.
2. Only through follow-up can the school evaluate its own work.
3, The graduate needs the help of those who understand his problems in
adjusting to the new teaching situation.
4. Training courses cannot be adjusted or improved unless the colloge
knows wherein they are lacking.
5. By means of follow-up, the bond between the graduate and his college
is strengthened and maintained.
6, By judicious study of the school situation, the college may beable
to show the graduate how to apply modern methods to traditional situatiojjs
without incurring the wrath of the administration, and thus speed up reorgan-
1
ization of school systems.
7, The college, through its efforts to place the best teachers in public
schools, and its intention to keep them always well guided, will secure and
1
maintain the good will of the various administrative bodies and of county and
state superintendents.
i-Tiile most colleges agree to the worth of follow-up studies, according
to Bathurst-j- major difficulties stand in the way of the development of such
programs. These difficulties that are applicable to Boston University, in
order of importance, include: 1. expense; 2. lack of definite records as to
where graduates are teaching; 3. difficulty of getting help to carry into
effect the follow-up service; 4. lack of cooperation in the field; 5. lack of
a proper person to do the work; and 6, difficulty of putting into practice a
new idea.
1, Bathurst, op. cit. p, 10^
0
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Having discussed the value of follow-up studies, as seen by writers in
education and through the logical nature of student and training institution
needs and their study, we turn to the two phases of follow-up that are relate
specifically to Boston University: first of all, does the Boston University
School of iCducation have a follow-up service of the continuing type described
above; secondly, would such a service be practical, worthwhile, and economic-
al enough to be continued from j'-ear to year once it had begun? It is the
purpose of this Thesis to answer these questions, the first fran an observa-
tion of conditions as they exist, the second through an experimental follow-
up, conducted by the writer, of Boston University's graduates now teaching
Social Studies, with emphasis on Social Studies majors at the School of Ed-
ucation. It is the purpose of this study to discover:
1. Is such a follow-up study of practical value in securing information
about teaching graduates, and
2. Can follow-up studies be conducted economically and efficiently at th
School of jiducation by the year-by-year method which is necessary for the
proper, securing of accurate and changing information on trends, salaries, etc
More specifically, the study is concerned with the following questions:
1. 'lYhat is the best method of obtaining addresses of graduates and of
contacting them for the purpose of follow-up study?
E. Will graduates be cooperative in replying to questionnaires sent out,
or will seme motivation be necessary before they do cooperate? V/hat is the
nature of that motivation?
3. What type of questionnaire will be most effective in securing maxi-
mum results from the study?
4. Should questionnaires also be sent to superintendents and principals'
1
3
•
1
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9* Do most gradufites go into teaching of their undergraduate choice,
or into teaching at all? .;hat other occupations are represented among grad-
uates? Does this indicate lack of guidance in the training school, or are
the positions represented similar to teaching in their requirements, or an
advanced phase for which teaching is a prerequisite?
6. ifVhat are the various aspects of the teaching positions held by grad-
uates, such as subjects taught, extra-curricular activities engaged in, ad-
ministrative responsibilities, guidance activities, help in curriculum re-
vision, interests, and other phases of the teacher's job taken up in the
questionnaire, chapter three?
7. 'i^hat type of tabulation sheets, charts, graphs, etc., will most ec-
onomically, accurately, and interestingly demonstrate to the School of ildu-
cation students the nature of the positions held by graduates'^
8. How can the School of Education most economically conduct follow-up
studies without entailing overwhelming expense and experiencing diminishing
returns for the effort expended upon the project?
9. vVhat references may be used to discover the nature of other follow-
up studies already conducted, and to utilize the experience of others in
saving time and money?
Summary
One of the major purposes of the post-school or follow-up study is to
relate the work of the school to the post-school life of the graduate, and
to discover wherein the school may change its methods or its emphasis in or-
der to insure that the students now in school receive the maximum benefit
from the education which they receive. Obviously, if the teachers* college
emphasizes academic training, while the high school is turning more and more

toward the extra-curricular phases of training, the teachers' college has
refused to recognize its responsibility in training teachers for those po-
sitions, First of all, however, the training school must take accurate stock
of its graduates, to discover as exactly and as scientifically as possible
those subjects which they teach, to find out if they engage in extra-curricu-
lar activities, to note whether or not they help in administration, guidance,
or curriculum revision, and to note any shortcomings discovered, whether by
the teacher or by his superiors, that might have been overlooked and could
have been overcome in a teacher training institution.
For example, Roemerl in a discussion of the changing nature of the ex-
tra-curricular program of the school, emphasizes the need for adequate train-
ing for teachers in this field when he says:
We have now reached the point in the development of the movement vihere
we need to shift our emphasis, as it were, from the viewpoint of the admin-
istration to that of the classroom teacher. In the final analysis of this,
as of all other important educati onal problems, the classroom teacher is
the one who must actually put the program through, and, consequently, he
must be trained for the task. Of course, the first step was to set out the
philosophy of the movement and help the administrator see it in its entiretj|r;
but the second, and equally important step now, is to help the teacher ac-
tually do the job.
Is it true, as the author suggests, that teachers need training in this
phase of secondary education, of can the Boston University School of Educa-
tion be content that for a few years at least, the traditional schools where
its graduates are likely to teach will not need emphasis on extra-curricular
training? Should students of education, rather, continue to be grounded in
the essential subject-matter of history, geography, mathematics, and so forth
as the more important subjects? How may we discover the needs of Boston Uni-
versity graduates on that score? Certainly not by general inspection of
1 . Roemer
,
op, cit
,
p . 19
i!
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textbooks and national studies, although these may indicate trends. The only
plausible method of discovering the needs of student teachers is to find out,
specifically and frequently, what the graduates are doing in the schools
where they teach, and which of their needs may be filled by post-graduation
or pre-service aid to them given by the training institution.

IE
Chapter II
PRESENT BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION FOLLOW-UP
OTHER FOLLOW-UP STUDIES
While follow-up work has long been regarded as worthwhile-}- few colleges
and schools, due to the various disadvantages! have attempted to initiate or
to continue this type of study. Before attempting to offer suggestions re-
garding follow-up studies at Boston University School of Education, it might
be well to evaluate the present extent of follow-up work here, and to note
other follow-up studies in other places.
A glance at the follow-up facilities now utilized at Boston University
indicates that no true follow-up studies for the purpose of curriculum revis-
ion or student guidance are being made at present. iTofessors and adminis-
tration at the School of Education use the literature of education as a means
of keeping up with current trends, attend meetings and lectures, take part
in national studies and local meetings to bring about revisions, and use per-
sonal observation at local schools where student teachers spend a portion of
their time. If any graduate cares to report his experiences and difficulties
to the various advisors, he is welcome, since such reports offer a means of
guidance in the study of curriculum change, but there is no standard, definiti^
procedure which graduates are urged to take advantage of after they begin to
teach.
In the student's final year, he is urged to register for employment at
the Boston University Placement Service, which keeps on file all of the in-
1. Bathurst, Effie G., A Teachers College Follow*Up Service , Teachers College
Columbia University, Contributions to Education, l^o, 478, Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City, 1931, p.
Z, see Chapter I, page 7
G
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formation desired by prospective fflnployers. If the service is successful in
helping the student obtain a teaching position, this information is noted and
filed. All students are asked to report any teaching positions that they may
obtain through other means, such as private agencies, personal contacts, or
through the Massachusetts Teachers' Registration Bureau. Thus, although the
Placement Service is able to obtain a good deal of information regarding stu-
dents and graduates, it is by no means the exclusive agency for such informa-
tion, nor does it cover all students and graduates. Thirdly, the information
secured by the Service, due to its confidential nature, is not available to
students or faculty for study, and is therefore of no value as a method of
determining curriculum revision or choice of subjects for students,
Saeh year, the Boston University Placement Service sends out to the ad-
dresses it has secured previously from graduates, a letter and questionnaire
forml in which the teaching graduate is asked to note his name, peimanent and
teaching address, the name and location of the institution where he is teach-
ing, the duties of the position, and any information that the graduate may
wish to supply regarding his choice and desire for a new position, expected
salary, etc. He is also requested to list additional degrees and courses
granted during the intervening year, and to include any information he con-
siders pertinent.
It is evident, therefore, that although the Placement Service offers a
follow-up service of a sort, it does not cover the school population complete
ly. Since its files are closed to students of the School of Education, and
to faculty members, they offer no practical value for a continuing follow-
up service, although by tabulation of information secured through the origin-
II. see page 14, Placement Service Questionnaire.
c
SAMPLE I
PLACEivIalNT SERVICE C^ESTIOi-FJAlRE
BOSTON UHIVKRSITY PLACSMKJT SERVICE
711 Boylston Street
Boston, 16, Massachusetts
Office of the Director
Dear Friend:
In order that the Placement Service may meet the demands of school and
college officers for qualified educatioml personnel, it must have adequate
and up-to-date records of candidates. This is the reason for sending a let-
ter to Qur registered graduates. Since no fees for placement are involved and
the Service provides you an opportunity to consider professional advancement
in your field, we know you will respect our recuest for immediate information
in order that we may maintain correct records, .Tiether or not you anticipate
a change, will you please fill out and return the form below? It will aid in
providing better placement records,
¥x, Vv'inston B, Keck continues to handle educational placement in the cen^
tral placement office and will be pleased to talk with you regarding profes-
sional opportunities. Telephone commonwealth 6-0201 or KEnmore 6-S860 for an
appointment. You may not be interested in a change at this time, /e will re-
spect your wishes in this matter,
Norman H. Abbott, Director
Xear Off Here
NfAME
PEMAlvTENT ADDRESS
rEACKIEG ADDRESS
February, 1948
DATE
TEL. NO...
TEL. .10.
(Check ...ailing Address you. prefer to use)
PRESEAT POSITION: WAIvIE OF INSTIT'UTI02J_
LOCATION
DUTIES OF POSITION
lilAME AM) TITLE OF SUPERVISOR
3HECK HERE___IF YOU WISH A RECOmiSNDATION FOWi SEOT TO YOUR PRESENT SUPERVISOR
TILL YOU CONSIDER CHANGIi«J YOUR PGSITIO.M? VFrmm
UYPE OF POSITION DESIRED:
LOCALTiT PREFERRED
LIST ADDITIOmL ACADE.TIC COURSES (DATE, TITLE AIID CREDIT HOURS) AI^JD DEGRESS
JRAI'ITED DUT?L:G THE PAST TE^IR
PRESEOT
SALARY—
MIIvfE'IUIvI SALARY
EXPECTED-
JSE REVERSE SIDE (LOTTER HALF) FOR FURTHj^R COMvIENT.
RETURN IIvil^'IhiDIATELY TO THE BOSTON UTHVU^RSITY PLACEIvIhiNT SERVICE
711 Boylston street, Boston 16, Mass,
14
i
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al applications for emplojonent by seniors, snd through, its follow-up of grad-
uates, value information may be obtained.
Another agency of contact between the school and graduates is the Alumni
Association. This agency sends to the student during or just before the
month of graduation, a card^^ to be filled out and placed in its master file
of all Boston University graduates, information on this card, which is hand-
led through the Bursar's office, includes the name, permant address, and
2department of each graduate. The master file card
,
white for v/omen and yel-
low for men, contains this information in addition to the year of graduation,
and also the degree. On alumni Day, an annual affair just prior to gradua-
tion, graduates who attend are urged to fill out registration cards which
contain the name, class, depsrtment, mailing address, business address and
occupation of the graduate. These are used to correct addresses and bring
information in the master file up to date.
In addition to these methods of securing information, the Alumni Associa
tion asks each senior class secretary to keep in touch with graduates and to
secure information concerning them. Although this is not compulsory, some
class officers are able to secure a good deal of pertinent information, but
generally the follow-up work is not carried on particularly well, due to the
loss of contact between the association and the graduates. Thus, although'
the Alumni Association secures initial information about graduates, it does
not conduct continuing follow-up service, and cannot therefore be classed as
an agency of follow-up such as would be desirable for student information or
curriculum revision.
1. see Request for /J-umni I-'agazine
, ,
page 16
2. see I.'.aster File Card page 17
3. see AlLur-ni Association Ree^istrat ion Card, page 16
-

kUJim ASSOCIA.TIOIT RSGISTRATION COT
SALIPLE III
BOSTON UNIViiRSITY ALUIS^II ASSOCIATION
Registration Card
Name
Clas s Department_
Ifeiling Address
Business Address
Occupation
REQUEST FOR ALUTMI Iv^AGAZINE
3AI..IPLE II
PLEASii; FILL IN GOFPLSraLY AND PRSSECT WITH
GRADUATION FES PAYIvSOT
PLEASE SEND THE ALUIvINI fcoAGAZJNE TO THE i'OLLOWING
PERIMNEOT ADDRESS
Print Name
Street & NO.
City
State
Dept . or B. U,

PIASTER FILE CARD
DEGREE
DAT.diS x^emanent r.ailing Address
Home Address
Name and Address of a Relative or Friend
BOSTON UNIVERSITY ALU^m AS30GIA:riON
I
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other follow-up Studies
Although follow-up studies have not become a significant part of the
work of educational institutions, nor have follow-up programs been developed
widely, several significant studies and programs have served to indicate the
worth of such a program for teachers' colleges. Bathurst^ in 1931, published
the results of four years' development of a follow-up program in the Eastern
South Dakota State Teachers! College, and included in her book the specific
data regarding method, types of forms used in the program, teachers' and su-
perintendents' feelings regarding the worth of the program, and areas uncov-
ered by the program which needed further research. This book becomes a must
for those who contemplate follow-up study, for by using it a student of this
problem is able to save a good deal of time and effort. Bathurst, unlike
some programmers, was not content with the stabilization of the first year's
program, but insisted on constant discussion, criticism, and revision of the
methods employed in the follow-up study.
Eastern South Dakota State Teachers' College trained teachers generally
for service in small towns or rural communities, usually over a period of one
or two years at the most. For that reason the situation is not analagous to
that at Boston University. The author notes2 that the extent to which follow
up service can secure greater success for graduates, improve the pre-service
training, and aid the placement work for the teachers' college probably de-
pends upon the organization of the particular college concerned and upon the
characteristics of its service area.
Although Bathurst depended upon correspondence to secure certain data
and to conduct certain phases of her program, the chief method enployed in
1. Bathurst op. cit.
2. Ibid. p. 55
e
her follow-up program was the use of visiting instructors at schools where
teachers who had graduated from the State Teachers' College were teaching.
These instructors, usually women, were trained to observe, note irregularit iei|
and discuss the problems of graduates that arose in their first and second
years of actual teaching after graduation. Specialists intheir field, these
visiting instructors reported back to the follow-up service the results of
their work, compared notes, and constantly strove to develop a more worth-
while program.
Bathurst divided her program into three phases: 1. The study of past
work in the field of follow-up; 2. Application of follow-up service to her
situation; 3. Recommendations for a future program, including the discovery
of additional problems that need research.
Having secured information upon other follow-up studies, Bathurst divided
her program into three parts:
1. Assistance to graduates in adjusting their training to their first
teaching difficulties.
2. improvement of college courses so as to prepare future graduates to
meet their teaching problems more efficiently.
3. Information to facilitate the placement of graduates.
Among the methods employed by the author in her conduct of the program
were the use of visiting instructors to analyze the problems of teaching grad-
uates, the sending of printed and mimeographed materials to graduates in
teaching positions, corresponding with graduates who had written to the col-
lege asking for assistance, the use of questionnaire studies to graduates to
discover their own opinions of their difficulties, and the use of reports to
the college by visiting teachers, with conferences based on these reports.
I
After analyzing the four years of study and program development, Bath-
urst-^ was convinced that much good had been accomplished through its use, and
that? "The responsibility of a teachers' college has not ceased when it grad«|-
ates teachers from carefully planned and administered courses, but that, when
a graduate fails, it is the first business of a college faculty to find out
why she fails and to keep her mistake from occurring again, either in her
own case, or in the case of those taking their training for future teaching,"
Bathurst^ and Josko^ report on the results of several studies conducted
previous to their own, related to follow-up services. For the convenience of
the reader, these studies are charted below, with the title of the study, the
purpose, and the results or recommendations listed in appropriate sections,
Bathurst, as a part of her program of follow-up, included summaries of
the following studies which had been conducted previously. Preceding these
reviews she statesf "The four studies or investigations reviewed in this chap
ter consider five major points: The progress of follow-up work since 1925;
the activities comprising this follow-up work; the institutions now carrying
on a systematized post-graduation service; the chief values of the work; and
the major difficulties encountered,"
1. Ibid, p. 28.
2. Ibid, p. 12.
3. Ibid, p. 4:., Chap, 2.
1, Josko, William J. , A Follow-Up Study of the Business .Education Graduates
of the University of New Hampshire
,
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, School of ^education, 1948., Chapter II
5. Bathurst, op. cit. p. 4
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Increasing interest in the follov/-up as a means of evaluation of educa-
tional methods is demonstrated by three folxow-up studies that were published
as I.'!!aster*s studies at the School of niducaticn in 1948. Costello-^ and Josko^
did ^Iaster's theses on the activities of business education graduates, the
former using business teachers in schools of Massachusetts and Vermont having
an enrollment of two hundred or less in grades nine to twelve, and the latter
studying directly the activities of business education graduates at the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire, Wilson^ studying physical education, made a study
of the positions held by graduates of the Physical Education program at Bos-»
ton University since its inaugeration in 1932. Actually, therefore, Costello
study is not* a follow-up in the strict sense of the word, though she is in-
terested in ap lying the results of her study to the improvement of the bus-
iness education program at the university.
Costello, in a survey of the extra-curricular activities of business
teachers, sent out questionnaires to business teachers and to the principals
of their schools, by securing the addresses of these schools at the office of
tne Supervisor of Secondary Education, State Department of iiducation, EOO
Newbury Street, Boston.
Although not a follow-up study in the stL'ict sense of the word, Costello
study had for some of its objectives: the determination of the club sponsor's
preparation for the group responsibility he held, the specific training which
teachers may possess for activities they sponsor, the determination of the
1. Costello, I'argaret G. , A Survey of the :i.xtra-Curricular Activities* Admin-
istration and tne ii^xtra-Gurricular Activities of Business Teachers
,
Unpub-
lished Master's Thesis, boston University, School of iiiducation, 1948,
2. Josko, op. cit.
3. V'/ilson, Vj'illiam H, , A go1low-Up Study of Graduates in Health and Physical
Education
,
Service Paper, Boston University, School of Education, 1948.
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amount and kind of outside work the business teacher must perform, and the
discovery of the administration of extra-curricular activities in rural
schools and methods employed in this administration.
Among the findings included in Ivliss Costello's report the most important
to the follow-up study are:
1. Principals attempt to secure sponsors for activities who have had
special training. 55% of principals declared that they required special
training for their sponsors.
2. 2bjo of principals consider the beginning teacher's extra-curricular
training record as very important, 64% as important, and only 11% as of litt]||e
importance,
3. 45% of schools studied considered required extra-curricular training
important enough to allow credit toward graduation.
4. Although subjects taught by business teachers were overwhelmingly
business subjects, such as typewriting, shorthand, and bookkeeping, they alscj
included chemistry, civics, and Plane Geometry.
5. In extra-curricular activities, the predominent activities of teach-
ers included Senior Class Advisor, 14 teachers; Basketball coach, 15 teachers;
School paper, 24 teachers; and School treasurer, 9 teachers.
6. 60% of teachers had a homeroomperiod, although the majority of these
were only five to ten minutes long. Homeroom period was used for opening
exercises, attendance, class meetings, supervised study, and school announce-)
raents. Only six of fifty-three used this period for informal, group and
vocational guidance.
7. Almost all teachers spent between one and four hours a week in mon-
itorial duties.
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8. An average of 5,25 hours per week was spent by business teachers in
extra-curricular activities. The highest time reported was twenty hours,
the lowest, one.
w
9. Teachers received extra pay for basketball, bookkeeping, typing, banc
direction, dramatics, the lunch program, night school, school fund, scout
troops, Softball, sports, and the Yearbook,
10. Only three teachers had their teaching loads adjusted due to extra-
curricular activities.
11. Forty teachers had to do work for various clubs, social organiza-
tions, and church and civic groups; twenty-three did work for the school;
twelve did duplicating for the PTA; and nine did special work for the town
government
.
12, 7% of teachers held positions in town government, such as assessors,
town clerks, and town treasurer.
13. 575© of teachers engaged in at least one community activity, 31%
held offices in these clubs and activities.
The most important recommendation made by Costello^ as far as pre-
service training is concerned, is:
That teacher training institutions incorporate into their curriculum for
business teachers club work, bookkeeping for clubs and the school lunch
program, and a techniques course in the coaching of at least one sport.
Josko's purpose in conducting his study was to determine to T/hat extent
the business education graduates benefitted by their experience at the Uni-
versity. Divided into four major aspects, this included: 1. to determine the
type of positions secured by business administration graduates; 2. to use the
data as a guidance measure in future curriculum development and program plan-
ning.
1. Costello, op. cit. p. 73
J
ning; 3. to summarize the opinions of graduates relative to their experiences
as undergraduates; 4. to present the need for additional courses. In con-
ducting his study, Josko received approval and cooperation from the Dean of
the College of Liberal Arts, university of New Hampshire, was able to use the
permanent records of the University, prepared and tested his questionnaire,
sent letters and questionnaires to each graduates for whom addresses were
available, sent follow-up cards to graduates who did not complete the origin-
al questionnaire, sent a second questionnaire and recluest to those who had
not returned the original questionnaire or card, and tabulated his returns
according to the several divisions of the questionnaire. His four-page ques-
tionnaire was made up largely of cheek-list and fill-in items. The facilitie
of the University were offered to Josko and accepted in mimeographing and
mailing questionnaires. The class of 1943 offered the highest percentage of
return with 69%, while that of 1931 had the lowest with but 10%, Of the 412
graduates of the various classes, there were 51 with no addresses, so that
Josko sent out 361 questionnaires, and received 148 in return, a 41 per cent
return.
The more important of the results secured by Josko included:
1. Although the armed services distorted the picture, 24^ of graduates
were employed in selling, retail and wholesale; clerical positions accounted
for 19%; and accountants and bookkeepers made up 10% of graduates.
2. Salaries ranged initially from under $20 to over §60 per week. Thosj^
under 120 occurred in 1938, 1939, and 1940, while the lowest in 1946 was in
the 30-39,33 range. In recent years there has been a trend toward lower in-
itial salaries.
3. Sources of jobs included the University Placement Office, professor
29
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or advisor, family or relatives, friends, answer to an advertisement. United
States Employment service, private agency, and announcement of competitive
examinations. 28% of initial positions were secured from the help of friends
16% through the family and relatives. A family member was the initial em-
ployer in 10% of the cases. While 15% of initial positions were secured
through the placement office, few graduates secured later jobs in this way,
probably due to lack of graduate interest in the placement service as a
source for jobs.
4. Because 4:8% of graduates were initially employed in the state of
New Hampshire, Josko felt that courses should satisfy state and local demands
Present jobs are held in 19 states and the District of Columbia. 24^o of grad
uates are employed in Massachusetts.
5. College experiences, according to 131 graduates, provided a general
background for later life and the job. 59 felt that college had provided a
cultural background, 58 that it had offered some vocational training, 33 that
social contacts v^rere an important offering, 7 that it had provided athletic
contacts, and 4 did not state what had been secured.
6. \7hen Josko asked, "Inwhat way could college training have helped morej}"
the graduates replied: 77 felt that it could have offered more specific train
ing for specific jobs; 60 desired a program of vocational guidance that had
not been forthcoming; 42 had desired greater self-expression that had not
been obtained in coll-ege; 19 had not secured desired cultural education; spec
ific advice in social living was a need that had not been filled for 15; 8
could have obtained greater spiritual motivation; and 2 desired more physical
development. Included in courses that the graduates wished they'd taken
while at the university were: typewriting, 20 students; psychology, 19; pub-
J
lie speaking, 15; mathematics, 12; advertising, 10, Courses that had not
been offered but were desired by graduates included; insurance, 16 students;
personnel management, 14; salesmanship, 13; auditing, 8; business correspon-
dence, 6; and industrial management, 6. l/hen asked to list the three most
important subjects taken, graduates listed accounting, economics, English
and law as the most valuable,
7. I>{iany graduates felt that employers should be contacted by pupils dur-
ing school years, in order that they might learn the practical aspects of the
future position they desired, and also make valuable contacts.
Josko's recommendations included:
1, Greater emphasis should be on vocational training,
2, Llore opportunity diould be offered for self-expression,
3, A program of general business education should be included in the
curriculum as well as a highly specialized training program.
4, A definite program of vocational guidance is needed for all students
5, A perpetual follow-up program should be instituted, and the adminis-
tration, faculty, alumni, and student body indoctrinated as to the purpose
and value of such a program,
6, The Placement Bureau should provide more opportunity for employer
contacts. Its services should be advertised.
7, Academic and work experience should be correlated, under supervision,
8, An alumni committee composed of business administration graduates
should be organized to act as consultants in curriculum planning for the
Business Administration Department,
9, The University of New Hampshire should consider the advisability of
establishing a Oollege of business administration.

Wilson, in his follow-up study of Boston University graduates in Health
and Physical Education, attempted to secure information that would aid in
determining the extent to which training received at the Boston University
School of Education has aided the graduates in their employment. A second
objective was the determining of methods by which the graduate might better
prepare himself for his future profession.
The specific objectives of the study, ten in all, included a determina-
tion of salaries, geographic location, percentage of graduates in education,
advanced degrees received by graduates, subjects and sports taught by grad-
uates, reasons for leaving the field of Health and ^'hysical Mucation, meth-
ods of obtaining present positions, and the offering of helpful suggestions
to students. Of 206 questionnaires sent out by Wilson, 145 were returned.
The 70.6% of return noted by ^.'ilson in his study is attributed to be the re-
sult of a high degree of cooperation. This writer, after studying the one-
page questionnaire used by Wilson, concludes that the brevity of the ques-
tionnaire helped him in securing desirable percentage of return.
Wilson's study revealed that about eight out of every ten men are locate]^
in New England, or that most graduates do not travel far to secure positions
The renge of salaries for all men studied shows that 65.6^ of the 134 stud-
ied fall in the ^|;2500 to ;i?4000 range, while 73.2^o of the ninety-seven gradu-
ates who are teaching fall in this comparatively low group. In all compari-
sons of teachers as against graduates in other professions, the non-teaching
graduates averaged higher salaries. Other significant findings include the
fact that 97 of the 145 graduates are teaching, 9 are full-time students,
7 are affiliated with the Young Men's Christian Association, while the posi-
tions held by others include police officer, professional athlete, business
5Q {
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executives, Physiotherapist and Psychologist.
Among the reasons noted for a graduate's leaving the field of Health
and Physical ilducation, V/ilson notes:
1, Pay scale too low, 43, 6^0,
2. Opportunity to advance not great enough, 28.2^.
imong suggestions offered by Wilson for the student of Physical i!iducatic||a
are:
1. Choose a variety of elective fields to prepare for teaching in sever-|
al fields besides Physical Education,
2. More practical coaching of major sports should be included in the
health and physical education program at Boston University due to the high
percentage of coaches in teaching positions.
3. The student should obtain all the practice teaching he is able to
secure
•
4. Wilson-Coffers practical advice for the securing of a teaching posi-
tion.
5. Boston University Health and Physical iiducation Division should have
a file of graduates v/ith accurate, concise information.
6. vVilson's one-page questionnaire, page 32, offers help in the assembl-
ing of data for questionnaires.
1» Wilson, op. cit. p. 26
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CHAPTER III
J/IETHOD OF CONDUCTING RESEARCH
This paper is an individual attempt to conduct en experimental follow-
up study of Boston University graduates, to d evelop a questionnaire that
will suit the irajor purposes of follow-up, that is, to help the school, the
student, and the graduate in securing the maximum benefit from both pre-ser-
ice and post-graduate training. Secondly, the best method of obtaining ad-
dresses must be studied for economy and ease of administration. Thirdly,
graphs, charts, and tables are developed onto which information obtained in
the questionnaire may be easily transferred and tabulated. Lastly, the fol-
low-up study must be evaluated for errors and poor methods, in order to im-
prove later studies.
In this experimental follow-up study, the writer at first determined to
seek information on all Social Studies majors at Boston University School of
Education during the past three years, that is, all Bachelor of Science and
blaster's in Education graduates from 1946 through 1948. It ras decided that
such a sampling would secure enough replies to the survey questionnaire to
provide a valid measure of the average of subjects taught, extra-curricular
activities engaged in, and so forth, by graduates of the school.
In order to secure a current listing of names of the Social Studies
majors at the School of Education, the writer asked if such a list was ob-
tainable in the personnel ofiice of the school. Although ihe lists of grad-
uates at each of the graduating periods, January, June, and August, were ob-
tainable, there was no breakdown according to major and minor fields. Since
the individual files were closed to the writer, he decided to turn elsewhere
for this desired information.

rAt the office of the Boston University Alumni Association-1- the writer
learned that every graduate of the college is listed alphabetically in a mas-|
ter file made up from informatl on secured at the time of graduation and on
Alumni Day? The information desired by the writer, however, ras not included
in the master file, for it did not include the major and minor of the grad-
uate. V/hen this source of information proved valueless, the writer at first
thought of using the file system of the Social Studies Department of the
School of ilducation, but since these cards include all students who have ta-
ken a methods course in Social Studies, whether graduates or not, this idea
was abandoned.
A next source of information and addresses, and one that depends entire-|
ly upon the graduate for its information, is the "Hub," official Yearbook of
Boston University; This publication ideally provides one of the best methods
for obtaining information on the addresses of graduates, for it theoreticallyj
contains the name, address, major, degree received, honors, extra-curricular
activities, and picture of every graduate of the University. However, there
are several drawbacks to this source, i'irst of all, not all graduates are
included in the lists, since many do not care if their pictures appear or
not. Secondly, many graduates list their present addresses only, neglecting
home addresses, note their major as "Education," and offer no help to the
seeker of more definite information. Thirdly, the list of names and address^
1. Boston University Alumni Association, 811 Boylston Street, Boston,
Massachusetts.
2. see Chapter II, pages 13-17
3. The Hub
,
Senior Annual of Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts,

is that of six months preceding graduation, since the Yearbook is mede up in
January for publication in May or June. The Yearbook contains, therefore,
many addresses that were out of date before the graduate obtained a teaching
position and changed his address, and many addresses that had served merely
as temporary addresses while the graduate was attending school.
In spite of these drawbacks, the writer decided that the "Hub" provided
the best source of information regarding names and addresses and mjor field
of study, and so listed these graduates who had designated Social Studies as
their major as they apoeared in the " Hub" for 1946 through 1948 in both the
graduate and undergraduate division of the School of Education. By limiting
the study to these three years, the writer hoped to take advantage of recent
graduations in order to obtain information on new teachers rather than on
those who had been teaching for some time and had become acclimated. The
inclusion of Ivlaster's Degree graduates was attempted in order to increase
the scope of the study, and to discover the relation of these graduates to
Bachelor of Science graduates as far as salary, type of position, etc., was
concerned. The writer felt that answers from seventy-five to one hundred
graduates would secure sufficient information for valid analysis. Later, in
order to increase the total of graduates contacted, the writer also included
a list of Bachelor of Science graduates for the years 1945 and 1943, and
three of the 1944 graduates in Social Studies,
In order to save time, secure the greatest number of responses due to
the desire of some graduates to answer only checklist questionnaires, and
save money on return envelopes and mimeographed que stioxina ires, the writer
set up a preliminary survey postcard to be sent to all graduates on the list
secured from the "Hub." This was done, first, because many of the addresses
IL
found in the "Hub" were out of date, and the questionnaire might not reach
the addresses, so that only two cents and not six would be lost on the cards
not answered. Secondly, because many of the graduates were not teaching,
sending questionnaires to them would only result in additional needless ex-
pense. An unforeseen drawback to the use of the double postcard was discov-
ered witn the realization that the letter form is regarded by landlords and
recipients often as more important than the postcard form, and may not be
discarded as the postcard often is, when the recipient cannot be found. A
letter is more likely to be returned or forewarded.
The Postcard
To the Social Studies graduates listed in the "Hub" the writer sent a
double postcard with the following message:
Dear
I.lay I have an hour of your time, if you are now teaching social
studies? By means of a six-page questionnaire, made up largely of check-
list items, I am trying to find out what in-school activities social stud-
ies teachers engage in, the time taken for these activities, and related
information. I hope to obtain significant facts regarding the teacher's
problems, especially problems concerning time spent in school.
An hour of your time is all that I need, though I realize that even
that may be more than you can spare. In any case, I shall be glad to
send you a summary of the results I obtain.
I'lay I send the questionnaire for you to fill out, either entirely
or in part?
V/hether you teach or not, or v/ish to fill out the questionnaire,
PLEASE CHECK THE AInISV/ERS TO THE CPESTIONS ON THE
RETURN CARD AND DROP IT THE MIL BOX
On the "return" half of the card, the following check-list question-
naire appeared:
PLE^kSE CHECK THE ITEMS BELOW M RETUHJ THIS CARD
1, Do you teach secondary'- school social studies? Yes.... 21o....
2. If the answer is "No", what is your full-time occupation?
3. If the answer is "Yes", may I send you the questionnaire with a self-
addressed, stamped envelope, to be filled out either entirely

or in part? Ye s . , . . No ...
.
4. What is your address, if changed?
In order to give the impression of a semi-official status to the study,
the writer used the School of Education for a return address, with the per-
mission of the office. (See sample postcard, pages 43-44)
Those who expressed a willingness to answer the questionnaire, were
sent a copy of the follow-up letter and questionnaire. It may he noted here
that the writer made no attempt to urge addressees to answer the question-
naires, but tried to understand their position in regard to this matter.
This may or may not have been the proper procedure to use in such cases.
The letter which accompanied the questionnaire v/as designed to acquaint
the graduate withthe nature of the study, and at the same time to assure him
that the writer realized that as a teacher he was pressed for time. The
teacher was also told that he was not expected to spend a great deal of time
on the questionnaire, and that such time as he did spend was greatly apprec-
iated. (See sample letter, page 45)
The Questionnaire
This six page questionnaire was designed to discover all of the general
information that it was possible to find out about the complex nature of the
social studies teacher's job in as brief a space as possible. The experi-
nental nature of the follow-up study led the writer to include items on a
variety of subjects, in order to discover whether or not some item ordinarily
deemed important might be of no value whatever, or an item thought unimpor-
tant discovered to be extremely pertinent and the answers to that particular
question of value to students and to faculty at the School of Education. It
was not assumed that the questionnaire as finally used was either entirely
I
satisfactory or adequate, but it was decided that as an instrument for exper-
imental purposes it was entirely satisfactory. The items for the question-
naire were taken from such sources as Josko^, Costellof and Wilson^ broken
down into suitable areas for this study, adapted with the aid of seminar
students and the writer's advisor, and mimeographed. j?'or convenience in
mailing, both sides of the questionnaire pages were used to reduce bulk,
without apparent loss in efficiency.
In an effort to cover many areas in the life of the social studies
teacher, the writer divided the questionnaire into seventeen areas. Section
one, entitled, "General Information," sought a >rief picture of the teacher
and his school, the grade level taught, experience, major and minor in col-
lege, and salary; section two attempted to discover subject combinations
and per cent of time spent in social studies instruction; section three re-
lated to those activities usually called extra-curricular, and time spent on
them; section four alluded to irregularly-occurring activities such as the
Yearbook and dances; section five attempted to discover the importance of
guidance in the school life of the teaching graduate; section six tried to
find out how the teacher is affected in his relations with the administration
through administrative activities, including the homeroom; section seven re-
lated to miscellaneous items missed in other lists; section eight sought to
1. Josko, //illiam J., A Follow-Up Study of the Business niducation Graduates
of the University of IJew Hampshire
,
Unpublished L^aster's Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, School of iilducation, 1948, page 25.
2. Gostello, iiargaret G. , A Survey of the Administration of Extra-Curricular
Activities and the axtra-Curricular Activities of Business Teachers
,
Unpub-
lished Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of Mucation, 1948, page 19
3. Wilson, Filliam H. , A Follow-Up Study of Graduates in Health and Physical
Education
, Service Paper, Boston University, School of Education, 1948,
page 3E, Appendix A.
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discover how and why the teacher was selected for the activities in which he
engaged; section nine related to the records and reports that the teacher
had to keep and the time necessary for them; section ten attempted to obtain
information regarding the individual help that the teacher gave to the pupil
out of class and by contacting his parents; section eleven sought informatior
on the school itself, its attitudes and policies that affected the teacher's
work; section twelve looked for information on the use being made of the
teacher's skills and abilities; section thirteen related to the teacher's in-
terests and attitudes toward his work; section fourteen asked for informatioE
regarding extra pay either for extra-curricular or curricular duties; sectioc
fifteen related to the teacher's pre-service training, felt needs, courses
taken since graduation, and subjective judgment on the value of courses;
section sixteen sought the purely subjective advice of a teacher in service
with a Boston University background to a prospective teacher still in school;
and section seventeen sought to relate the teacher's feelings regarding time
spent on the job with the objective measure of such time by asking for his
estimate of time spent in teaching and related activities.
The length of the questionnaire, it was felt before the writer sent it
out, would be a drawback in receiving a good percentage of replies. Never-
theless, the experimental nature of the survey and the purpose of testing the
value of many types of information made it necessary to ignore this handicap,
Any one of the areas, possibly, could become the subject of a more intensive
follow-up study. (See sample questionnaire, page 4 7)
After sending out postcards to the addressees noted above, and question-
naires to those who desired them, the writer decided that the insufficient
number of replies of teachers who desired questionnaires necessitated the

sending out of more cards. Cards were sent, therefore, to graduates who had
listed "Secondary liducation" and "Education" as their major, and to other
graduates who had majored in English, Physical Education, Foreign Language,
and several other fields. The writer attempted there to discover the num-
ber of graduates in other fields who taught social studies, and to discover
the relation between Physical Education and English as majors, and the minor
of Social Studies.
Placement Service
Because the returns of the survey questionnaire using the "Hub" as a
source of information proved unsatisfsetory , the v/riter next turned to the
Placement service as a source of information, ilere he learned that groups
of teachers were filed according to subjects taught. Although he could not
gain access to the files directly. Placement Service personnel supplied the
names and permanent and school addresses of social studies teachers who had
graduated during the years 1946, 1947, or 1948 with either a Bachelor's or
a Master's Degree. Since several Bachelor and liiaster of Arts students v/ere
included in the list, the writer decided to include these teachers in the
study.
The chance that the teaching addresses given in the list supplied at
Placement were more accurate that the "Hub" lists, led the writer to send
questionnaires and accompanying letters directly to the addressees, vathout a
preliminary postcard. In the introductory letter accompanying the question-
naire he asked that the recipients either fill out and return the question-
naires or note the reason for not doing so in a marginal note and send the
questionnaire back. Such notes could include good reasons for not replying,
such as "too busy", or explanatory notes, such as, "not teaching, salesman,"
it
or "teacher of French and iinglish." The purpose of this, of course, was to
check on all addresses supplied by Placement,
With three teachers who had not replied to the original postcards, but
who had local addresses listed in the telephone director^'-, the writer decided
to check by telephone. The resulting information supplied by relatives of
the graduates proved the value of this method, although it is more expensive
and time-consuming unless the interviewer haa a private line.
Following the securing of all pertinent information, the author set up
a mster sheet to record the information in the most convenient form, set up
charts and graphs as samples of types to be used, and recorded the data se-
cured in appropriate tables.
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SAMPLE V
INTRODUCTORY POSTCARD, MESSAGE SIDE
3
•ssB?i *9X *uOQ.soq *^.89jq.s jaq-exir =5^9
uoxq-BoTipa JO xooqog *jiq.isj:eATnn uoq-sog 0/0
^ SSSHQCn' ROK SI OiTVO >ifO 30 IS SIHJ,
Dear
LJay I have an hour of your time, if you are now teaching
social studies? By means of a six-page questionnaire, made up
largely of checklist items, I am trying to find out what in-
school activities social studies teachers engage in, the time
taken for these activities, and related information. I hope
to obtain significant facts regarding the teacher's problems,
especially problems concerning time spent in school.
An hour of your time is all that I need, though I realize
that even that may be more than you can spare. In any case,
I shall be glad to send you a summary of the results I obtain.
May I send the questionnaire, for you. to fill out, either
entirely, or in part?
Whether you teach or not, or wish to fill out the ques-
tionnaire,
PLii&SS CHECK THE AJ^STERS TO TflE CjCTESTIONS ON THE
RETURIn^ CARD AT® DROP IT IN THE ?.'"AILBOX
r>
SAIUPLE VI
INTRODUCTORY POSTCARD, HETURN CHECKLIST
SSFaQGY EOl SI CIHYO JO FQIS SIHJ.
'P? JO •iios *Aq.-i:saaATTin iioq.sog o/o
*snj:na *.£ sacnsf
'ji'i
PLlfiASE GHECK THE IT^iS BELQ.! AHD iiSTURN THIS CARD
1. Do you teach secondary school social studies? Yes...iJo,,.
2. If the answer is "ijo", what is your full-time occupa-
tion?
3. If the answer is "Yes", may I send you the questionnaire
with a self-addressed, stamped envelope, to be filled
out either entirely or in part? Yes,,.. No..,,
4. lih&t is your address, If changed?
r
SAMPLE VII
FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO TEACHERS
Boston University-
School of Education
Boston, 16, l^SLSB,
(Date)
Dear Teacher:
Thank you for your interest. Enclosed you will find the six-page
questionnaire to be filled out on the basis of your social studies
teaching this year. Filllout each section as accurately as possible,
noting time spent approximately if the exact figures are not certain
or are difficult to obtain.
It is not my intention that you should spend a great deal of time
on this questionnaire. I realize, from experience, the crowded nature
of your school schedule. As a matter of fact, that is one of the points
I hope to emphasize in this study. I appreciate all the more, therefore,
your thoughtfulness in taking time out to answer this questionnaire, when
the hour or so you spend on it can not secure for you any tangible
payment. I know, too, that the heartfelt, "Thank you," that I may ex-
press through this letter would hardly suffice to repay my debt to you.
So answer all of the questions if you can, but only part of them if
you run short of time, or become impatient with my efforts to secure a
book full of information in the six pages I*ve sent to you. If I, in my
present close association with the school, am able to aid you in any way,
I shall be glad to do so, and I shall send you a summary of my analysis
of data secured as soon as it is ready.
Sincerely
James E. Burns

SAMPLE VIII
INTRODUCTORY LETTER USED TITH PLACmfSNT LIST
Boston University
School of Education
February 22, 1949
Dear Miss Brinton:
As part of the requirement for my Master's Degree, I am conducting a
survey of teachers of social studies who have graduated within the last
three years from Boston University with a bachelor's or a master's degree
My purpose in conducting this survey is to discover the type amd amount
of work that such teachers must perform apart from their social studies
teaching, and thus make prospective teachers aware of the many aspects of
the teaching profession and to let them know what is expected of them.
The Boston University Placement Service provided a list of those
who were, according to their records, teaching social studies, but since
I desired further information, I am writing to you. I would appreciate
it, therefore, if you would take the hour or so that is required to fill
out the accompanying questionnaire, and return it within the next two or
three weeks if possible. If you feel that you can fill wat the ques-
tionnaire by taking a longer period of time, then do so, for I realize
the crowded nature of your teaching schedule. I^jaturally, I do not expect
you to include information that you feel is of a personal nature.
If you are not able to fill out the questionnaire, please return it
with a marginal explanation, such as "too busy," or "not teaching social
studies." Please include here an explanation of the job you perform,
such as, "teacher of French and English," or "housewife," etc.
I shall send you a summary of the results of the survey as soon as
I have obtained them. I v/ould appreciate an early reply.
Yours truiy,
James K. Burns
cI
c
SAMPLE IX
SURVEY QUSSTIOMnIAIRE OF SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS
The purpose of this questionnaire is to discover the extent to which yoi|,
as a social studies teacher, are engaged in in-school activities other than
teaching your social studies subjects, and to find out other pertinent infor|
mat ion related to this topic, such as your teaching combinations and your
training for the positions which you hold. Jrlease fill out the questionnaire
only on the basis of your schedule for the current school year , unless other
information is requested.
I. General Information:
Name Grade level taught
Married Single Number of children
Name of Cchool and city
Number of years at present position Number of years teaching
]!klaJor subject in college Llinor
Bachelor's Degree in 19..Master's Degree in 19..
Starting salary per year Present salary per year
II. Subjects laught:
List the subjects you teach, noting the number of different sec-
tions in each. Include also the content of the course, in a word if pos-
sible, if it is not indicated in the title, and the hours spent teachii g
the subject. Number
Name of subject and content of course of sections Total hrs per w^.
2.
3,
4.
5.
6.
III. Extra-curricular Activities:
List here those activities which you sponsor that are usually
thought of as ejrtra-curricular . Include here clubs, athletic teams, mu^
ic and language groups, newspapers, student council, dance classes, an^
any other activity in which students take part, which raeets regularly
and Is organized in some manner. List the name of the club or activity
describe it if the name is not descriptive enough, note frequency of
meetings, and time spent each week in the activity. Note whether the a(J|-
tivity is on school time or not by checking Yes or No .
Name of activity and description Frequency of Hours/week On school
Meetings time?
1... .Yes . . . . No . . •
3,
4,
5,
6.

-2-
IV. Irregularly Occurring Activities:
List here those school activities which you sponsor that do not
occur regularly, weekly, monthly, etc. Include sponsorship or responsi-j
bility for the Yearbook, proms and dances, class plays, elections, grad
uation exercises, etc. If you have acted or expect to act as chaperone,!
patron or guide on field trips, dances, etc., include this information*
Note approximate time per year , and your title.
Name of activity and description Teacher's title Time per year in hrs
1
2
3
4
5
6
V. Guidance Activities:
Since the social studies deal with human relations, we are inter-
ested in the extent to shcih social studies teachers are selected for
guidane duties. List here the position held, the duties of the job
briefly, and the time allotted for the work.
Name of guidance position and duties Hours per week
1
2
3
VI. Administrative Activities:
V^hat administrative activities, not included in the above groups,
take up part of your time? Note the activity, its description if neces-
sary, and your title, i-nclude here teachers' meetings, faculty commit-
tees, monitorial duties, study hall supervision, homeroom responsibil-
ity, etc. If you include teachers' meetings or committees, note the
reason for holding them (curriculum revision, subject correlation, etc.
Name of activity and description Teacher's title Hours per week
1
2
3
4
If you have included homeroom responsibility in the above list,
check your duties as homeroom sponsor:
Keeping records of pupils.
..
,Group guidance work.... Individual confer-
ence for advising.... Planned activity (health program, etc.)....
Student government advisor.... Other duties
€
-3-
VII. Miscellaneous Activities:
iJote here any activities not included in the above lists which
you feel should be included in the in-school activities of the social
studies teacher. Tutoring may be included here. If you expect to mak<
extensive revisions in any course or subject this year, note this as
"revising curriculum", the subject affected, and the approximate hours
you will spend in revision.
Name of activity and description Teacher's title Hours per wk/year
1
2
3
4
VIII. Method of Selection:
For what reasons were you selected for the positions listed above
apart from your teaching? Check more than one if it applies.
Previous experience (specify)
Due to courses taught (which)
College extra-curricular ( what? )
Seniority New teacher Due to your interest (volunteer)
Arbitrary selection Lack of heavy academic leed
A college course (which?)
Special skill (piano, etc., specify)
Other reasons
IX. Records and Reports:
What records and reports do you make out or keep? Required: Report
cards for parents
,
Reports or records for the administration
,
Records for personal reference
,
Reports on activities , Other
records and reports (specify)
Not required: For personal use
,
For other teachers
,
For pupi!
or parent's use
,
Other (specify) •
How frequently do you make out these reports or records, and how
many hours do youspend doing this during each period checked?
Weekly
,
hours; Semi-monthly
,
hours;
Monthly
, hours; jivery two months , hours;
Yearly
,
hours; Other (specify) hours
iI
-4-
X. Helping Pupils, Contacting Parents:
How do you help pupils who are in danger of failing?
Conference
,
Referral to guidance department
,
After-school
tutoring
,
Special classes Other methods
How much time does this take per week? hours per week.
Aside from required reports to parents, how many hours a week do i
you spend in writing to or calling on parents whose children need help?
Writing letters hours per week, visiting homes hours per weel^
other methods (specify)
,
hours per week.
How much time do you spend in trying to contact parents for the
purpose of having them come to meetings, dances, or exhibitions of thei||r
children's work? 7/riting letters hours per week, visiting homes
hours per week, other methods (specify)
,
hours.
XI. School's Attitude and Policies:
IThere credit is given for club activities, what is the average
credit for each activity in which the student engages? points.
How do you check on work accomplished in activities? Tests
,
Observation,...., Notebooks , Finished products
,
Other
,
Who has charge of selection of teachers for the activities listed
by you? (If more than one person selects, note activities affected.)
Is there an official guidance program in your school? Yes... No...
Is there a director of extra-curricular activities? Yes... No...
Must all pupils engage in some extra-curricular activity?Yes, .No.
.
Is there a limit on the number of activities in which a student
may engage at any one time? Yes... No... V.Oiat is the limiting number?...
Other limiting factors (grades, etc.)
Is the school building available for activities or must they be
held elsewhere? Available. .. .Elsewhere (where?)
Are the facilities available for your extra-curricular activities
as adequate as are the classroom facilities? Yes, , . .No. , . . V/hat is youif
greatest need?
,
Is the administration and faculty helpful
,
neutral
,
or
opposed to you in your conduct of activities? opposed
Has any activity ever been forbidden or stopped in your experiencej]?
Yes, . . .No, . , . -Vhich activity? For -what reason?
5 ....
,
«
-5-
XII. Tea Cher »s Skills:
Are you more capable or possess greater skill (dancing, knowledge
of photography, etc.) in the activities that you sponsor than any of
your pupils?...., most?...., about one-half...., less than one third?..
Is there an activity which you sponsor in which you feel not very
well qualified? Yes...No... '//hich one?
V/hat skills or abilities do you possess that could be but are not
now being utilized in an activity?
XIII. Teacher's Interests:
In what in-school activity, including subjects taught, are you
most interested? Least interested?
What activity, including subjects taught, do you consider your
easiest assignment? Most difficult? ,
iVhat activities are you interested in and desire to sponsor that
are not now conducted in your school?. •
Could you begin a program in this activity if you had time?Yes,.No
'^at activities would you like to sponsor that are being conducted
by some other teacher?
V/hat activities, not now required, which you sponsor, should be re|
quired for best growth of pupils? •
Would you drop any of the courses in the curriculum in order to
make room for the activity? Yes.
. .No. . .Viliich course?
How would you rather spend your time than in supervision of in-
school activities? Satisfied...., Travel...., Reading...., Attending
plays or other entertainment..... Conversation...., Study...,, ':\'OTk for
extra money Community club activity..... Other things (specify)...
Are you genuinely interested in...., tolerate as a necessary job.,
or do you dislike...., most of the extra-curricular activities that you
sponsor?
Have any of the activities which you sponsored ever failed to ach-
ieve the success you expected of them? Yes...i^o... V/hich one?
Why did it fail?
School of Ecincation
Library ^

^§1
1
9i
-6-
XIV. iixtra Pay for Activities:
If you have ever received or now receive extra pay for any of the
activities in which you engage, please list the activities affected and
the pay received.
Activity pay per year dollars.
Activity pay per year dollars.
Activity pay per year dollars.
If you have acted, or expect to act, as chaperone, patron, or
guide, will you have to pay ypur own expenses? Yes. . . .No. . .
.
XV. College Training and iiixperience
:
'That skills or knowledge would you have found helpful in your
present activity program that you might have obtained in a teacher-
training program? (methods of dance instruction, statistics, financial
knowledge, interviewing techniques, sports methods, etc.) ,
i'.liat college courses have you taken since being assigned to your
activities, in order to fit you more adequately for your job? (list onljjr
those courses related to the activities)
Have they proved satisfactory? Yes. . . .No. . .
.
Do you wish that you had majored in some other teaching field in
college? Yes. . . .No. . . . What field?
From what professional (education) course did you derive the most
benefit? the least
benefit?
XVI. In the light of your experience since graduation, v/hat specific
advice would you give to prospective teachers, aside from that already
indicated in the questionnaire?
XVII. Total Teaching Load:
?ftiat is your estimate of the overall time you spend each week dur
ing the school year in activities (including teaching) related to your
job as a social studies teacher? hours per week.
r'1
I
1
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CHAPTER 17
RESULTS OF THS SURW
Before attempting to note the results of the survey, the autjaor would
like to reiterate a few pertinent facts. First of all, the wide scope of the
survey, including as it does both Bachelor of Science and Master *s graduates
in Education, as well as Bachelor of Arts and faster of ilrts graduates, tends
to make any findings less valid than they would have been had the study been
restricted to Bachelor of Science graduates at the School- of Education. How-
ever, the experimental nature of the study makes this point less important i.
than it would otherwise have been, and results obtained have been valid enoug i
to make the study worthwhile. In any case, it has been restricted generally
to social studies teachers who have majored in that field, with a few excep-
tions. Secondly, this study does not attempt to include all of the various
types of tables, graphs, and charts that might be employed in bringing to the
students or faculty of a college the true picture of the life of graduates.
Those charts which are included are merely guides to others that might be
used, while the tables, set up generally on the basis of total hours per week
in subject matter, extra-curricular activities, etc., might have been set up
in a number of other ways, according to the number of teachers engaged in the
activity, for example. Other charts, it niay be noted, are set up in this way
It is quite evident, therefore, that each chart and table is set up for a def'
inite purpose, and its use in all areas and at all times is to be discouraged
Lastly, some of the conclusions involve such a small number of graduates that
they may be regarded only as indicative of trends of existing conditions, and
of little value as true summaries or representations of existing conditions.
Further study is necessary before the findings on many of these subjects may
cr
be regarded as valid.
For convenience in measuring average time, the school year is considered
to consist of forty weeks of five days each, with one monthfs time consisting
generally of four weeks. Thus, if an activity takes up forty hours time for
the teacher over the period of one year, he is spending an average of one
hour per week on it, or four hours per month.
Certain activities might fit properly into several catagories in the
listing. For instance, one teacher regarded coaching as a teaching function
and placed it under subjects taught, while another regarded it as extra-cur-
ricular activity. The teacher's designation in these cases was accepted, in
order to avoid confusion of terms.
Returns from ourvey
Because this paper is an experimental follow-up study, it may be well to
discuss first the results of the survey as far as total number of cards and
letters sent and received are concerned. Thus, the value of various types of
sources for addresses, may be more easily determined.
Table III illustrates the results obtained from the sending out of post-
cards to the various graduates. Of the 215 double postcards sent to Social
Studies majors of one type or another, 115 were sent back, a 53.5 per cent
return. Those graduates for the years 1946, 1947, and 1948 showed the great-
est percentage of return, not, probably, because they were more cooperative,
but simply because their addresses obtained in the yearbook were more recent,
and thus more accurate. The low percentage of return for 1945 and 1943 grad
uates would indicate the truth of this assumption. It is difficult, however,
to account for the low percentage of return on the graduates designated as
Sacondary ilducation", or "ISducation" majors. The general returns here seem
5
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]RETURNS FROIvi
Ma jOP
GRIGID
Year
lAL SURVEY
Postcards
Sent
^Postcards ai
Postcards
Received
id Cvuestionns
Per cent
of Return
iires
)
Ciiest]
sent
Lonnail
rec 'd
re
"R^S In Sd Soc . Stiirt » 1948 45 32 71.1 8 8
• )
1
B.S. in j£d. Soc . Stud
.
1947 51 29 56.9 10 8
B.S. in Ed. Soc. Stud. 1946 33 25 75.7 4 rr3
B.S. in 3d. Soc. Stud. 1945 35 7 20 2 2
1
B.S. in j£d. Soc. Stud. 1944 3 0 0 0 0
B.S. in Ed. Soc. Stud. 1943 20 3 15 0 0
Ed, M. Soc. Stud. 1948 5 5 100 4 3
Ed. M. Soc. Stud. 1947 20 12 60 7 5
i A.B. CLA History 1947 3 2 66.6 0 0
Total Soc. Stud. 43-48 215 115 53.5 35 29
R - S . in sid
.
X> • W • XXX XJVX 4 See ^ Ed . — i^lt^ 1948 6 3 50 2 1
B.S- in iSd-• 1^ • X XX X^\X 4 Sec . Ed . — jildW # jLjU • X_JV/t 1 1947 44 11 25 0 0
B.S. in Ed. Sec .Ed .-Ed
,
1946 3 1 33.3 0 0
Ed. Iw. Sec .Ed. -Ed, 1948 —
—
—
—
——
—
— —
Ed. IvI. Sec. Ed. -Ed, 1947 25 11 44 3 3
Total Sec. Ed. -Ed, 46-48 78 26 33.3 5 4
B.S. in Ed Spanish 47-48 2 1 50 0 0
i'tiys . Ed
.
AD A Q oft Q A
'k T1
B.S. in Jd. i.^th
.
47-48 13 5 38.5 0 0
B.S. in Ed. oiinglish 47-48 25 9 36 0 0
B.S. in Ed. Conmi. jid. 47-48 10 3 33.3 0 0
B.S. in Ed. French 47-48 7 4 57.1 1 0
ii,o, in Hid. Biology 1 1 1 X
Xj . O • J.X1 lijU. . O c, OD . D Au A
' R Q -in 'I'rl
1
1). D . in iljCl . r "f" Q n T *^ nixia xian 1X DU Au A
"DO A 'J^AB.o. m jjQ. iiealtn iha. i94o 2 0 0 0 U
c.iiD. m iiid.. Engl ish ly4o QO 4 KADU U r\U
1 JD • o • Xn iLu. • \j OlmU . jLQ. . Xv'iO t 1X A A
IB.S. in Ed. Phys. Sd. 1943 3 2 66.6 0 0
B.S. in Ed. Ghem. &Phy5 1943 2 1 50 0 0
£} . O . Xii SiU. . OUeili 1 5-1 o AU A AU A
Ed. M. Per. & Guid 1948 2 2 100 1 1
Ai )
Ed. K. ideasure
.
1948 1 1 100 0 0
J
/ X O . HiU. . 1 QA-P. X 1X 1 on A\J A\J
a
jTotal iiisc 43-48 132 49 37.1 7 3
Total of a LI studied i3-48 425 190 44.7 47 36
r
to indicate that the *Hub" is of some value in securing addresses, though its
relation to other methods of obtaining them is only apparent after further
study.
Because those graduates who were sent questionnaires had requested them,
any percentage score on these results would be valueless. It is interesting
to note, however, that due to the writer's desire to question only social
studies teachers, only 36 of the original 425 contacted filled out the ques-
tionnaires. This was caused by:
1, Graduates possessing other than social studies positions.
2, Graduates not desiring to answer questionnaires.
3, Graduates who could not be contacted due to changes of address.
Table IV, showing the returns for graduates contacted by means of the
Placement Service list, shows a percentage of return hardly better than that
for the "Hub" list. Cf 102 graduates contacted, only 58 replied, a percentagei
3f 56.8. Since one graduate v/ho answered replied that she was too busy to
'ill out the questionnaire, the returns showed that of the 58 replying, only
154 were still social studies teachers, or that 24 out of the 58 had changed
their jobs to some degree since the list was last compiled. This could, of
jourse, be merely a change within a school system, for many answered that
;hey were teaching other than social studies. Tv/elve of the graduates who
inswered the questionnaire were from the College of Liberal Arts, indicating
;hat these graduates are able to secure positions teaching almost as readily
!is do School of iiducation graduates. The best percentage of return was from
graduates with Master's degrees.
Thus, from a total of 425 postcards and 149 questionnaires sent out, rep-
resenting a mailing cost of ^17. 44, the writer had received 190 postcards and

TABL2 IV
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GRADUATES CONTACTED BY QOESTIOMAIRE FROM PLAC fil.IEMr SERVICE T TQfJ-ilOl
Degree Year ;ues. Sent Returned fo of Return Filled Out
B.S. in Ed. 1948 11 4 36.3
B.S. in Ed. 1947 10 3 33.3
B.S. in Ed. 1946 7 5 71.4 2
Ed. Master's 1948 12 10 83.3 7
Ed. Ivlaster's 1947 9 6 66.6
Ed. Master's 1946 9 6 66.6 O
B.A. CLA 1948 3 2 66.6 1X
B.A. CLA 1947 8 1 12.5 nX
B.A. CLA 1946 5 1 20 1X
M.A. CLA 1948 9 5 55.5 4
M.A. CLA 1947 10 10 100 3
M.A. CLA 1946 8 4 50 2
Ed. Master's 1938 1 1 100 1
Totals 102 58 56.8 33
i
i
rI
58
1
m
1
and 69 questionnaires. It is interesting to note, too, that of the 190 post-
cards received, 65 listed changes of address.
Positions Held 3y Boston University Graduates
YJhile returned postcards could not aid in the answering of questionnaire
they did help supply the information in Table Y regarding positions held by
Boston University graduates. Since the cards and questionnaires were address
to graduates of the School of jiJducation, it is only natural that most of the
graduates should hold positions related to teaching in some way. " liile the
majority of those who were not attending school were engaged in social studie
teaching, the variety of other fields represented by graduates demonstrated
that the graduate of the School of Education need not restrict himself to one
field. Although the more recent :6achelor of Science and I'aster's in iilduca-
tion graduates held a greater nioDiber of positions in Junior high schools than
did earlier graduates, these positions v/ere by no means restricted to these
graduates, and recent graduates often secured positions in senior high grades
Thirteen of the 1948 graduates at the School of Education, at least, had el-
ected to continue their studies, and were not teaching.
The few salesmen, and those who held poeitions unrelated to teaching
might raise the question as to whether or not they had received adequate
guidance while in school, or ^rere exposed to teaching at a date early enough
in their collegiate career so that they could determine their like or dislike
for teaching more readily.
Replies to the Ouestionnaire - General Information
Sixty-nine graduates answered the q^uesti onnaire. Of this group, twenty-
nine were junior high school social studies teachers, twenty-eight senior
high school teachers, eight teachers in both branches of the secondary school
3d
5
1
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Included in the survey were a college instructor and two sixth grade teachers
Of the sixty-nine persons who answered the questionnaire, forty-five v;ere
men, twenty-four women, Tv/Enty-eight of the men and four of the women were
married.
Geographic Location of Teachers
..hen the map, fable VI, was dotted with the locations of the 69 teachers
surveyed, it was discovered that the greatest number had remained in Massach-
usetts to teach, that New England contained an overwhelraing majority of teach
ers studied, and that few states outside of Ae^i York -and New Jersey contained
Boston University graduates. Graduates were distributed as follows;
Massachusetts 32 New Jersey 2
Connect icutt 13 Vermont 1
Ivlaine 5 California 1
New Hampshire 5 Texas 1
New York 4 Ohio 1
Rhode Island 3 Colorado 1
Teaching Before Receiving Degrees
If the major purpose of a follow-up study was to discover the problems
of new teachers, the fact that some graduates may have been teaching before
receiving their degrees would beccme an important factor in analysis of data.
Table VIII shows that of 69 graduates contacted, 6 had been teaching before
receiving their degrees. Thirty-three graduates had received Master's de-
grees after they began teaching, eleven bfore beginning to teach, while
twenty-five had only the i^achelor of Science or bachelor of Arts degree.
Salaries
The student of education is especially interested in the salaries of
teachers, for he wants, first of all, to know that he can obtain a livable
wage teaching, that he may expect annual increases in salary, and that he
t
mCQ
o

TABL3 Vll
GRADE LEVEL TAUGHT BY TEACHfii^S SURVEYED
Junior High School 89 teachers
Senior High School 28 teachers
Junior-Senior High 8 teachers
Elementary (sixth) 2 teachers
Junior College 1 teacher
College 1 teacher
TABLE VIII
TEACHERS TEACHING BEFORE RECEIVING DEGREES
Years Teaching Degree
23 B.S. in Ed. 1943
20 B.S. in Ed. 1946
20 B.S. in Ed. 1946
15 B.S. in Ed. 1946
10 B.S. in Ed. 1945
7 B.S. in Ed. 1947
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may expect, by further study, to increqse his salary. For that reason, the
salary schedules of graduates merit analysis on many differant levels, by
comparison of state differences, differences due to years taught, and dif-
ferences due to degrees obtained and background of the teacher. Although
this study does not attempt to cover all of these areas, a glance at some of
them will indicate the nature of such study.
Table IX, a tabular representation of teachers' salaries according to
number of years taught, and Table X, a graphic representation of the same
group of salaries, illustrate the use that may be made of such pictorial
types to show certain relations. For example, a glance at either of the
charts will show that the lowest salary of first year teachers is lower than
that of any of the other teachers, and that the general average of first year
salaries is lower than that of teachers who have taught a greater number of
years. In other words, the greater the teaching experience, generally, the
higher is the salary. The smaller number of teachers who have taught above
the three year level would tend to make any findings on that level of less
value than those for the first three years. The findings as shown here, too,
might tend to discourage those prospective teachers who expect to receive
high salaries during the first few years of teaching, for a good many of the
initial salaries cluster abo\it the 2200 to 2500 level. The novice, glancing
at these charts, might conclude correctly that a starting salary of 4*2200 is
not to be too easily disgarded. Averages are as follows:
1 year ^2394.50 2 years .|2544.12
3 years |2593,75 4 years $3040.
5 years 13126.66 6 years |3350.
1st three years |2510.79 4 and 5 years :|3083.33
6 to 10 years $3253,12 11 to 20 years $3110.00
21 to 25 years $3670.00
1

COlff'ARISON OF TEACIISRS' SALARIES ACCORDING TO TAMG TAUGHT
1 yr 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 13 15 17 20 S2 23
1800
r&b
2000
2007
. 2050
. 2100
. 2100
. 2150
22002200
22002200
22002200
2300
2400 . 2400
2400
. . .
2400
2400
. 2450
25002500
. 2600
2700
.
2800 . 2800 . 2800
. 2800
2850 .
. 2900 . . . 29002900
. 2900
. 3000 . . . 30003000
. 3040
3100 . . 3100
3150 3150
. 3180
. 3200
3200
.
3216
. 3250
. 3330
3500 . . 3500 .
3600
3700 . .3^00
4190
.
r
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The student may wonder why a teacher of fifteen years' experience is re-
ceiving only ^2400. Comparing this teacher with the one receiving $4190»
discover that the former is a sixth grade teacher, received her Bachelor of
Science degree in 1946, has no LCaster's degree, and is teaching in a small
town in Massachusetts. The latter, however, with twenty-two years experience
received a Bachelor of Science degree in 1936, obtained her Master's degree
in 1947, teaches junior high school, and is located in Hartford, Connecticutt
She notes in her questionnaire, '^See what degrees can do for you."
Turning to an analysis of salaries by states, it is difficult to deter-
mine any set rule, due to the scarcity of teachers reporting from the V/est
or South, or from any area for that matter except Llassachusetts and Connecti-
cutt. iJassachusetts, with t7/enty-six teachers reporting, has an average sal-
ary of $2757 per year, while Connecticutt, with eleven, has an average of
of $2878. The proper method of analysis here, of course, is to take only
first year teachers from various states and compare them. A comparison of
five first year teachers in Massachusetts and Connecticutt indicates that the
Connecticutt teachers, on the average, have higher salaries, for the Llassach-
usetts average is only .#2080, while that of Connecticutt is ^2573. The first
year high of $3216, incidentally, also is found in Connecticutt. Table XI
«
indicates the relation of salaries by states.
A brief comparison of salaries according to I!aster's and Bachelor's de-
gree teachers indicates that the receiving of a Master's degree is an aid to
a higher salary in teaching. This may be accounted for, however, by the
fact that teachers with Master's degrees are those who have been teaching
longest, although this is not necessarily true. In any case, the average of
teachers with a Bachelor's degree is ^2470, while that of teachers with a



Master's degree is $3005. Teachers with Master's degrees are more likely to
obtain a position, if there is a choice between two otherwise qualified can-
didates, but the starting salaries of Liaster's graduates is not necessarily-
high, being as low as ^2000 in one case, or ;1800 with room and board in an-
other. The graduate with a Master's degree can expect litble more than the
Bachelor of Science graduate in his initial position.
Finally, a comparison of starting salaries indicates that while some
graduates continue to receive the sarae salary after two years with which they
started, others have obtained an average annual raise of 500 or 600 dollars.
Generally, most teachers can expect to receive annual raises, although the
increments received by the teacher remaining in the same school without at-
tempting to take courses or to improve himself will probably be small. Other
reasons for higher present salaries may be the taking on of greater respon-
sibility in a school system, the changing to another school with an added
raise in salary, or the taking on of added duties with extra pay. Of the
forty-four teachers whose initial and present salary was listed, only three
had not received some sort of increase during their teaching career.
Teaching Load of Teachers
Table XIII gives the teaching load and the time per week for each area
or activity of each of the sixty-nine teachers studied in this survey. Table
XIV gives in graphic form, by means of bar graphs, Tthat the figures in the
preceding table indicate. Thus, each area of the teacher's week, subjects
taught, extra-curricular activities, guidance activities, administrative ac-
tivities, miscellaneous activities, records and reports, helping pupils, con-
tact with parents, is analyzed for time taken, in order to show the relation
of time taken for various types of activities. The total, as determined ob-
70
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TABLE XII
Years
Teaching
RELATION OF STARTING TO PISSiilT SALARY OF TEACHERS
Starting
Salary
Present
Salary
Average
Yrly Rse
Years
Teachng
Starting
Salary
r'resent
Salary
Average
Yrly Rse
2200 2200 00 2220 3180 320
950 2900 244 2100 2100 00
17 1400 3200 106 2100 2750 217
1900 2500 300 2450 2800 175
11 lOOOrb 3600 236 1500 2800 260
1900 2200 150
1700 2050 117
2000 2900
2500 2900
300
133
1500 3700 366 1900 2100 100
23 2400 3150 34 2600, 3040 110
2100 2200 50 1050 3250 440
1100 3000 271 2500 3200 350
1600 2150 183 1100 3100 285
1800 3000 600 22 1000 4190 145
20 1000 3500 125 2500 2600 50
2150 2450 150 2300 2800 166
10 250br 3700 345 800 2900 300
500 3330 546 2800 3000 33
13 900 3500 200 11 750 3100 213
1700 2400 233 1200 2850 235
2200 2200 00 23 1800 3400
2100 2700 300 1100 2800
69
566
20 1000 2700 15 2000 2400 27
Average for all teachers 1448 2852 200
i
r
iTABLE XIII
No.
r
Subj .
Taught
f
1
ixtra-
Curr.
'CACHING
\ nB
Quid.
Activ.
LOAD 01
ekly ave
Admin.
Activ.
^ TSACHE
Jrages
)
I'.'isc.
activ.
t
'——
—
ES STUD
Rec. &
Reports
lED ( 69
Helping
Pupils
cases
)
Parent
Contact
Total
1
Tchr's
Est ira.
1 20.5 16 .5 10.5 2.5 2 1 53 •
2 12 4 5 5.25 .3 3 29.55 20
3 9 2 — 157 — .12 .5 — 168 158
4 20 5.5 3 .37 5 3 1 37.87 45
5 35 — — 11 4 2 4 1 57 50
6 25 6.7£ 1 5 — 1 2 2 42.75 —
7 17.5 10 .5 4.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 — 37 40-60
8 30 — 4 7 — 1 2 — 44 60
9 16 10 5.7S 1 1.5 1 10 45.25 60-70
10 14.5 3.5 2.3 5.75 3 .3 2 2.5 34.05
11 25 .75 1 13.5 2 2 1 45.25
12 30 5 5 13 .62 10 5 68.62 50
13 20 __ 5.25 .62 1.72 1 28.62 50
14 10 3.2 Integr. 13 — -~ 2 1.5 29.7 —
15 20 6.9 2 8 1 2 2 2 43.9 7Dpius
16 26 3.12 — 10 — 1.2 2 — 36.34 60
17 25 5.35 2 2 2 2.5 2 — 40.85 50
18 20 2 2 10.5 1 .5 — 36 53
19 15 2.5 1 12.5 3 .37 3 37.37 55to60
20 18 9.5 3.25 2.5 1.5 2.5 37.25 48
21 25 16.8 2.5 3 1 1 49.3 52
22 30 lu.22 2 7 4 1.2 1 3 58.42 50-60pl,
23 20 1 .62 5 1.1 2 29.72 40-50
24 22 9.12 8.75 3 1.25 10 54.12 30
25 20 4.33 4 5 1.75 4 4 43.08 60
26 13 4 4 9 — 2.5 4 -- 36.5 46-56
27 19.5 5 — 16.25 — 2.75 3.75 — 47.25 55-70
28 27 7.9 -_. 10.25 1 .5 — 46.65 45-50
29 28 3.75 1 4 36.75 45
30 20 3.75 3 5 2 2.5 3 __ 39.25 40-50
31 24.5 4 2 2 2 1.75 2 38.25 40
32 16.6 3.41 2.5 26.66 5 3.2 2 59.37 45
33 35 1.25 2 2 2 1 1 44.25 40
34 20 4.05 5 .5 1 30.55 50
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TiiL/LCHING LOAD OF TEACHERS STUDIED (69 cases i
(Weekly averages)
No.
36
58
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
6]^
62
63
64
65_
66
67
68
69
•p
o
Eh
Subj.
Taughl Gurr.
15
27
37 21.5
22
18. 6
19
17.2{i 8.4
20
18
20
16
22. 5
28
20
25
24
28
54
20. 5
30
29
21
40. 5
20
23
22.7^
25
25
28
12
30
50
14.6
22.3
1416.50
Extra-
20.85
8.62
,_5_
1.4
5.4
1.95
5.62
.75
5.87
18.5
17.2
5.14
.1
5.9
1.5
2.8
2.1
.6
4.2
7.5
1.25
294. 55
Guid.
Act iv.
5.5
5.25
.5
2.5
124.6 5
Admin.
Actlv.
6.5
11
_15
12
2.5
5.75
12.5
7.5
10.5
S4.5
10.5
5.75
5.5
_11
5.72
4.5
5.5
10.75
1.5
2.25
6.25
5.5
50
590.69
ijlSC.
Activ.
2.75
.5
1.75
.75
.25
Rec. &
Report
1.2
1.62
Jielping
s PuDils
1.2
1.5
.75
.5
.5
6.5
5.25
2.5
4.2
.5
1.5
1,2
.5
1.5
65.81 124.98
Avera ;e of
.5
2.5
1.5
12
2.5
2.5
178.25
Overall
Parent
Contact
Total
2.5
1.25
.5
.5
59.75
total
47.55
50.82
29.8
51.5
40.57
41
46.55
55.25
25.4
25.7
55.62
22.75
46.87
58
62
63.2
72.39
52.55
46.6
57.25
67.1
45.22
56.5
56.5
59.5
41.25
57.3Q:
52.55
58.25
41.25
28.6
59.2
59
50.6
52.05
2655.18
36.89
Tchr»s
Estim«
50
55
60
55
45-50
50
60
55
40
52
50-60
50
60
58
70
45
50
44
50
44.8
44
55-40
40
55
all
55
2879.8
52 4
.1
TABLE XIV
Comprehensive Chart of Teaching Load of All Teachers Studied 74
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jectively "by adding all of the various areas noted by the teachers in their
questionnaires, is then compared with the teacher's subjective estimate taken
from the questionnaire, here, of course, the possibility that some area had
been neglected in the study seems quite evident if a teacher's estimate if
far above or far below that of the total objectively determined. From a
survey of the tables and graphs, it is evidemt that teachers tend to overes-
timate rather than to underestimate the time that they spend in school activ-
ities. Thirty-eight teachers listed estimates that exceeded the objectively
determined time, vrhile thirteen underestimated the time spent. In thirty-two
eases, the discrepancy between the estimate and the objective total was great
enough to call one or the other into question. In fourteen cases out of the
group, the total in both the objectively determined column and the estimated
column was below forty-five hours a week, and ten cases which had no estimate
fell below this figure. Thus, thirty-five per cent of teachers were working
at approximately the average for other groups who feel that a forty hour week
is desirable, with the remainder fluctuating between forty-five hours and
all of their time. One teacher, who lived in at a private school, had dormi-
tory duty during all of her free time, while another had to answer the phones
on week-ends, except for every third v/eek. According to the objective total,
nine teachers worked less than thirty hours a week in in-school activities,
sixteen more than fifty hours.
Turning now from the total analysis to an analysis of certain areas,
we may note that in many cases extra-curricular, guidance or administrative
activities take up a portion of time equel to or almost as great as that
spent in the teaching of academic subjects. Seven teachers, for example,
spend time in extra-curricular activities equal to or greater than half of
€C
the time that they spend in teaching subjects. This is also true of thirteen
teachers as far as administrative activities are concerned, and one teacher
in guidance activities. Twenty-two teachers, or approximately thirty-two
per cent, spend over five hours a week in extra-curricular duties, indicating
that one-fifth of the teacher*s school day is spent in activities of this
type. Forty-five teachers, or sixty-five per cent, spend five hours or more
in administrative activities. This indicates clearly the growing iii^ortance
of the teacher in functions outside of classroom teaching, although an in-
vestigation of administrative activities further on will show that a certain
percentage of these activities is taken up with study hall supervision.
While guidance activities as such do not take up a great part of the teacher'
week, they are important enough to be considered.
Time spent in subject-matter teaching ranges from a Iot; of nine hours a
week to a high of forty and five tenths. Thirty-three teachers spend twenty
hours or less a week in teaching activities, v/hile ten spend thirty hours or
more teaching.
Subjects Taught
Table ICV, Subjects Taught by Social Studies Teachers
,
is set up according;
to the total hours of each subject taught. In some cases, due to the fact
that various names may be given to subjects which have the same content, one
subject may be listed several times, but the TOiter preferred to do this, ra-
ther than to create any misunderstanding by assuming that a subject was taugh"
more times than it actually was. For example. Senior High Modern History
and World History may have identical content, but since the teachers who re-
plied to the questionnaires listed these subjects separately as ?/orld and
Wodem History, the writer has done the same. If another author, tabulating

TABLE XV
82
1
#
1
1
SUBJECTS TAUGHT BY SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHI5RS page 1
Number of Total Ave. Hrs,
Subject Teachers Hours/\7k. per Tchr.
1
CiO 205.3 8.92
Tl 1 Tl T /^T* />V> A rvto » T TJt q T>TrJ uxii.ux^ xiign AiiRjriUQii n.i.a\/Ocy 165. E5 9.74
Junior High jilnglish 13 101.4 7.8
Junior High Social Studies 9 84 9.33
Junior High Civics 13 81.9 6.3
Q 78 8.66
SsnloT Hiffh '//oT'ld Hi s'fco'pv 12 63.3 5.3
Junior High xU?ithmetic 9 49 5.5
Senior High Problems of Democracy 11 48.5 4.4
Senior High Civics 8 48 6
Junior High General Science 8 34.5 b 4.3
Junior High Ancient History 5 34 6.8
*j 31 6.2
A 26 6.5
? 22.6 11.3
o uiixux xixgii vjTs ugx apxiy \i\Ox uXi iiiut/i xua y A 19.2 4.8
Junior High v'/orld History A4 18.75 4.58
Senior High Driver Training 3 18 6
Junior High Reading E 18 9
Senior High Economics 3 14 4.66
Junior High Current invents 0 12 2.4
Junior High Spelling 5 17 3.4
Senior High Ancient History 2 11.35 5.675
French I E 10 5
1
Senior High Economic Education (Guid.) 1 10 10
1
Coaching Basketball and Baseball 1 T nlU lU
benior Jiign kusic E 9 4.5
Senior High Economic Geography 2 9 4.5
Senior High Physical Education S 8.5 4.25
Sanior High '<7orld Geography 1 8 8
Senior High Social Studies 1 7.5 7.5
Junior High Geography (Latin America) 2 6.2 3.1
Grade five and six, Geography 1 6 6

S3
Sab ject
SUBJECTS TAUGHT BY SOCIAL STUDIiSS TEACHERS page 2
Number of Total Ave,
Teachers Hours/ffk.
[
per
College - American G-overnment
Sixth Grade Social Studies
Junior High Ilew York State nistory
Senior iiigh I.Iodern Problems
Senior riigh Human Relations
Senior High Industrial ^-^elat ions
Senior High Latin II
Junior High Penmanship
Sen. High Amer. Gov't and Social Probs.
Senior High Business Law
French II
Literature (corr. Social Studies)
Senior High Citizenship
Senior High New England Life
Junior High Literature
Senior High Bookkeeping
Senior Hi^ Geography-
Senior High Sales and Law
Senior High Business Training
Senior High General Science
Senior High English History-
Senior High Plane Geometry
Junior High Remedial Reading
Junior College History of Philosophy
Junior College United States History
Junior College Ivlodern 7.'orld History
College State and Local Government
College European History
Junior High Physical Education
Junior High Hygeine
Junior High Growth of Democracy
Senior High Health
Senior High Occupations
4.5
Hrs.
Tchr.
3.5
3.5
3.25
2.5
4.5
4
3
3.5
3.5
3.25
1.25

TABLE X7
84
SUBJECTS TAUGHT BY SOCIAL STUDI2S TEACHjjIRS page 3
Subject
Number of
Teachers
Total
Hrs/iYeek
Ave. Hrs.
per Tclir«
Junior High United States Foreign Pol<
Jr. High Compar, Gov'ts and Ideologies
Totals 228 1416. 50 0.21'
*By dividing the total, 1416.50,
by 69, the number of teachers studied,
an average of 20.53 hours per week is
obtained.

the results as shown here, wishes to assume that these subjects are identical,
he is welcome to do so, but the present writer, with the understanding noted
above, will continue to regard them as separate subjects, it may be noted
here, too, that one teacher has listed coaching as a subject, and two have
listed music. The author has accepted this interpretation as correct, since
the line of demarcation between curricular and extra-curricular is often
slight, and difficult of interpretation. ^Jince some teachers spend four hour (
a week teaching one section of a subject, while others have listed five hours
as the normal time for one section, this difference sho':7s up in results. It
may be assumed, however, that one section of a subject ranges between four
and six hours, due to a difference in length of a period and in the number of
periods a week.
Although Junior High English appears third on the list of subjects in
total number of hours by social studies teachers, the remaining top six sub-
jects are all social studies, with a total of 74 teachers spending 614.45
hours a week on these subjects. American History is specifically taught by
forty teachers out of the sixty-nine who replied to the questionnaire, for a
total of 370.55 hours. This represents an average of 9.26 hours per week for
each teacher, or two periods; that is, each teacher may be expected to teach
the same subject to two different classes during one school day. Of course, i:
'
the teacher must teach a subject to the seventh grade, for example, and also
to the eighth, he must vary his teaching accordingly. American History ap-
pears in one form or another, as Civics, Social Studies, rroblems of Democrsc;
etc., in the offerings of 107 teachers represented in Table XV.
While social studies, as History, Geography, Civics, etc. takes up the
greatest part of the time spent in teaching by social studies teachers, the
55
e
most widely employed companion subjects seem to be English and Arithmetic in
the junior high school. Senior high social studies, according to the chart,
seem to be departmentalized, so that the social studies teacher in the senior
high school need not teach other subjects, A glance at the master sheet
bears out this assumption, for the majority of social studies teachers teach
only social studies, and titose that are engaged in teaching other subjects
spend only a small portion of their time, generally, doing so. The teachers
of iSnglish, Driver Training, and Coaching are exceptions to this rule.
The absence of Sociology as a subject might indicate that this subject
studied in college by the prospective teacher would prove a waste of time.
Before making such a declaration, however, it would be necessary to investi-
gate the curricular content of courses such as American History, x'roblems of
Democracy, Social Studies, and iCconomic Geography, to discover if the former
Sociology has not been absorbed into many of these courses, or if it has not
taken on other names, such as Government and Social Problems, L'odern xToblems
and Human Relations.
The analysis of subjects taught seems to indicate beyond a doubt that
American History is still the major subject taught by secondary school social
studies teachers, and that the prospective teacher in college would do well
to make that subject an important part of his academic training.
Extra-Curricular Activities
Table XVI seems to indicate, if it has not reached a peak already, a
trend toward greater and greater emphasis on sports and an active participa-
tion type of activity, rather than the passive discussion type of club for-
merly regarded as ideal. Thus, instead of a variety of stamp and debating
clubs represented in this table, the reader may note the oresence of a great
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many teachers engaged in baseball coaching, basketball and other athletic
activities, coacnes and sponsors of dramatic clubs, chaperones for trips to
the city, to plays, to sports events, etc., and teachers who help out at
dances, parties, and school plays. Stamp and debating clubs, as a natter of
fact, sre poorly represented in this chart, for only two teachers sponsor
debating clubs, while one is active in a stamp club. Sports of one kind or
another, in which students actively engage, take up a total of 135 hours for
the teachers studied, with 51 teachers engaged inthese activities. It must
be remembered, of course, that the 51 teachers on the chart will turn out to
be only about 29 actually, since sports usually take up about one-third of
a school year, and often the coach of one sport coaches others also. Still,
if 25 or one-third of the teachers studied must coach or sponsor some sport,
this is a number to consider in determining teacher-training policies. In
addition, teachers must chaperone students at sports events, where a know-
ledge of the sport would help in establishing rapport between teacher and
student
.
Chaperoning of one kind or another, according to the chart, takes up
approximately an hour a v/eek of the time of 43 teachers. Here, the ability
to handle large groups of students in a social situation seems particularly
important. Because dances of one kind or another take up the time of many
teachers, some knowledge of this social grace would be helpful. Other extra-
curricular activities, such as School Paper, Glee Club, Social Studies Clubs,
School Orchestra, and Photography Club, take up the time of only 17 teachers.
Social Studies Clubs, under the names, "International Relations Club," "His-
torical Group," "Social Studies Club," "Ilodel Congress and Legislature," "For
um Club," and "Current invents Club," take up the time of 7 teachers.
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Dramatics take up the tiiije of 14 teachers, or 20 per cent of teachers, who
spend 1.61 hours a week in this activity. by actual count, 26 teachers, or
m 38 per cent, take part in dances in some way or another, while 29 teachers.
or 42 per cent engage in active sports of one type or another.
Guidance Activities
Under Guidance Activities, Table XVII, the writer has divided homeroom
functions into those that may be considered as guidance activities, such as
individual conference, and those that are purely administrative, such as keep-
ing records. Glass advisors are considered as guidance personnel, while all
1
advise to pupils is considered under the heading of guidance.
From the table, it is evident that the homeroom looms large in the school
i
as the center of the guidance functions of the social studies teacher. Here,
according to the table, 24 teachers spend approximately one and one-quarter
hours a week in individual guidance of pupils, while 19 teachers conduct clas-
ses in group guidance for about one hour a week. In his function as a guid-
ance counselor, the social studies teacher takes the place of guidance person-
nel, and as such he should be equipped to handle students in the way that
such personnel would handle their charges, 17 teachers act as advisors of a
class or group within a school, while 2 act as guidance counselors, spending
between five and ten hours a week at this task. By an analysis of the master
sheet, it is evident that 44 teachers meet with pupils on an individual basis
for the purpose of advising them or aiding them in some way.
Administrative Activities
Here again,, as in Guidance Activities, the homeroom looms as a center of
administrative activities of the social studies teacher. 49 teachers, or
71 per cent, listed "Keeping Records" as the major activity of their homeroom
ti-
1.1
XVll
GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES OF SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS
Number of Total Hrs. Ave. Hra,
Activities Teachers per ','eek per Tchr.
11
Homeroom— Individual Conference i. 24
ij Homeroom— Group Guidance xy 1 Q an .yy
|i j?resniuau oxass Auvisor o D o
U. J. U.cl II oU UXlk^c^XUX 1 1 nX\J 1 n
X . c7 <J
•Tiini HT* (Hi p*?! nnnn«?pT ot* 1X R«-/
1
X Ll^ XX^XCIX wil 0 X\C7 XcL 0 X VJ XXOll Uil O IJ'llC U. # 1X R
PeTSonn 1 G-n id - — tCd iicft * Voca tin nfl 1 1 5 5
1
'
Advisor to ^rincionl 1 4 4
il Fifteen to Twentv Advisees 1 3 3
Class Advisor 2 3 1.5
1
Guidance for I\iinth Grade Girls 1 3 3
^'linth Grade i^ducat ional Guidance 1 3 3
Indiv- Gnnf*p'PGncs on Own TimP 1 2 2
Senior Clnss Advisor 1 2 2
Sierhth Grade AdvisorXJX p—^XX U Xx V>4 X O. V XX.\X V X <J \JX 1 2 2
Stiir'pn't^s pT^nblPTns ^iftpT SchnnlW U ^XXw O — X \^ L/>UWXUw -.TxX U v>X kw*wXXW w X. 1 2 2
Hpfl 1 "hh nlTTATTi^— Advi sp on T'ppp'hTnp ntXXCaXOXX XJAC3i.UO"*XX<X V XOw WXX XXwCLwiUClXW 1X 2
Infoimal Aid to Individuals 1 2 2
Contacts With Seniors—History Glass 1 2 2
Teacher of Economic i^ducation 1 1.5 1.5
Mental Testing Once a Year 1 1 1
L Tchrs' Meetings on Pupil Elect ives 1 1 1
Junior Class Sponsor 1 1 1
District Guidance Comm. (Represen.) 1 1 1
Freshman Boy's Advisor 1 1 1
Occupations Class 1 1 1
1
Junior Class Advisor 1 .62 .62
Personality and Guidance- 11th Grade 1 .5 .5
Guidance Group L'eetings-I.onthly 1 .5 .5
Totals* 76 124.66 1.64
*Since many teachers engage in more than one guidance activity,
the total exceeds the number of teachers studied.
1
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ADMINISTRaTrviij ACTIViTIi!iS OF
Activity
SOCIAL STUDJ
ITumber of
Teachers
jJiS TJiACHfilHS
Total
hours/week
page 1
Ave . hrs
.
per tchr.
Study Hall Supervision 34 158.91 4.67
Homeroom - i'eep Records 49. 78.55 1.63
Homeroom-rlanned Activity 11 43.55 3.96
^'acuity Ivieetings 35 31.90 .91
Principal of School 3 28 9.33
Dormitory Duty 1 all free ti lie
Dormitory Duty 1 18 18
Answer Office Phones '.Yeekends-iiv. 3rd o rf . 1 16 16
Homeroom- Student Government 7 10.3 1.5
Corridor Supervision 6 10. E5 1.71
Social Studies Dept. Chairman 1 12 12
Faculty Comxriittee (Revise Curriculum) 4 5.25 1.31.
Attendance Officer 1 5 5
Homeroom- Spelling and Penmanship 2 5 2.5
Study Hall-Librarian and Teacher 1 5 5
Homeroom-Discipline (65 pupils) 1 5 5
School Librarian 1 4 4
Ass't Principal at ieacher's Ivieetings 2 3.5 1.75
Homeroom Study 2 3.5 1.75
Playground Supervision 4 3.41 .85
Lunchroom Duty 2 3.25 1.62
Reading Social Studies Literature 1 3 3
Superintendent's Advisory Council 1 3 3
Lunchroom Supervisor 3 2.62 .87
Detention Room Supervision 3 2 .66
Teachers' Meetings and Club 1 2 2
ComEiittee on i /'erit Plan 1 2 2
Head of Social Studies Department 1 2 2
Teachers' Council (Revise Rules) 1 2 2
Faculty Committee Secretary .1 2 2
School Store- Athletic Goods 1 2 2
Homeroom Discussion 1 2 2
Headmaster's Comioittee 1 1 1
1
Audio-Visual Department 1 1 1
Faculty Advisory Comniittee 1 1 1
Teachers' Handbook Committee 1 1 1
t
Social Committee 1 1 1
Faculty Committee 1 1 1
r
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ADIvlINISTRATIViS ACTIVITIiSS OF
Activity-
SOCIAL STUDI.
Number of
Teachers
SS TjiACHERS
Total
Hours/7eek
page 2
Ave. Hrs.
per Tchr,
Bus Line lionitor 1 1 1
Secretary-Teachers' Meeting (Corr. Hev.! 1 1 1
Lunch Duty Monitor 1
.
.62 .62
State Goimnittee on Tenure 1. .5 .5
Teacher's Goinmittee- Director 1 .5 .5
Intercultural Committee Chairman 1 .5 .5
Teachers' i.Ieetings (Curr. Rev., Panels) 1 .5 .5
Student Government Committee 1 .5 .5
Faculty Committee (Welfare) 1 .5 .5
Noontime Police Duty 1 .5 .5
After-School Make-up 1 .33 .33
All-Association Meetings 1 .3 .3
Social Studies Coram. (Curr. Revision) 1 .25 .25
Monthly School Discipline 1 .25 .25
Committee on the luarking System 1 .25 .25
Chairman of the Social Studies Comm. 1 .1 .1
Totals* 206 590.59 2.33
*Since most teachers perform more
than one administrative activity, the
total exceeds the number of teachers
studied.
re
These teachers, according to Table XVIII, spent about 1.63 hours a week, or
one-half hour daily, in this activity. 11 listed "Planned Activity" as a
function of the homeroom, with an average time of 3.96 hours. One teacher,
it may be noted, listed "Discipline" as the major or only function of the
administration of his homeroom, which took up five hours a week.
Study Hall supervision took up an average of 4,67 hours a week for
34 teachers, or 49 per cent of those studied. In attempting to determine the
extent of curriculum revision by teachers, the writer mentioned this topic in
the questionnaire. 8 teachers specifically mentioned curriculum as a part of
their administrative duties, while those who attended teachers' meetings,
that is, 35 teachers, probatily included this function as part of their job.
Thus, curriculum revision by the administration, vath the help of the teacher,
is taking approximately an hour a week of the time of about 50 per cent of
teachers. Three teachers noted dormitory duty as one of their tasks. One
declared that all of her free time was taken up in this activity, while the
others spent 16 and 18 hours a week, respectively, in this activity. Admin-
istrative positions in the school system, such as principal, assistant prin-
cipal, secretary of committees, librarian, chairman of Social Studies Depart-
ment, and attendance officer, were held by 15 teachers.
Miscellaneous Activities
Although the majority of the miscellaneous activities listed in Table
XIX might have been included in one or the other catagories above, the writei
included this heading for the purpose of allowing teachers to include as in-
school activities, any that they felt had been left out in previous lists.
In tabulating results, therefore, he decided to continue the same procedure
as in other lists, and to allow the teacher to determine the placement of a
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MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES OF SO
Activity
3IAL STUDIES
Number of
Tea chers
TEACHERS
Total Hours
per '/'eek
Aver, liours
per 'i'chr.
1
Curriculum Revision 8 16 2
I.Iake-up reriod 1 4 4
Remedial Period 1 4 4
Reading Advisor 1 3 3
Soc. Stud. Revision (Gomirtittees) 1 3 3
Teach.' rs Meetings Outside Sch. rlrs. 1 3 3
Opportunity Period 1 2 2
Critic Tchr.for Student Tchr. 1 2 2
Sunday Sch, Tchr. and Organist 1 2 2
Pianist for Toto Organization 1 2 2
Ext . Course on the Curriculum 1 2 2
Tutor Absentees 1 2 2
After-School Help 1 2,5 2.5
Revision of Gurr. for City 1 2 2
Special iielp-Slov; Learners 1 2 2
Help to Dep'talize 7th & 8th G-r. 1 2 2
Auditorium Goramittee Gkairman 1 2 2
Yice-Pres. Teacher's Association 1 2 2
Tutoring 1 1,5 1.5
Secr'y - Gardner Coll. Club 1 1.5 1.5
Parent's Day V.'orkshop 1 1.5 1.5
Teacher's Assoc. President 2 1,37 .68
Reouired Corr. Course 1 1 1
PTA-Chrman of Ath. Committee 1 .62 .62
PTA 2 ,57 .28
Assistant Princ- Assembly 1 .25 .25
Totals 35 65.81 1.85
1
Cc
particular item. Teachers were requested to list any curriculum revision
in which they intended to engage in their own classrooms, aside from the ord-
inary preparations expected of a teacher. 8 teachers noted that they were
spending an average of two hours a week in revising one or more of the sub-
jects which they taught. :lnother was a member of a committee which spent
three hours a week on such revision, while a tenth teacher was engaged in
curriculum revision for the city. 7 teachers spent some time during the weel;
helping slow or absent pupils to make up work, 5 teachers listed teachers*
associations as taking up part of their time.
Reasons for selection of Teachers
The combination circle graph and table, number XX, gives a graphic il-
lustration of the reasons why teachers are selected to sponsor or to lead ac-
tivities, V.liile "New Teacher", and "Arbitrary Selection", may appear to be
separate reasons, actually they may be combined when the graduate goes out
to teach. If the percentages listed here continue to hold true therefore,
he will be selected without being asked his wishes in 31.7 per cent of cases,
and be allowed to volunteer in 20,2 per cent of the activities in which he
engages. Because he teaches certain courses, he will be expected to take th(
activity associated with that course, such as school paper for the iL'nglish
teacher, in 13.5 per cent of cases. It seems, therefore, that the teacher
has only one chance in five of selecting his activities, although by volun-
teering in advance, he liiay choose those for which he is best fitted, and for
which he has the greatest desire. In the case of 12 teachers, college extra-
curricular activities have paid off in the obtaining of desirable areas for
their talents, in the case of four teachers, all teachers of the particular
grade that they teach must engage in the activity listed.
rC
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sCOLLEGE EiCTRA-CURRICULAR- 12 teachers- 11.5 per cent
•PREVIOUS EXPERIEMCE- 6 teachers- 5.8 per cent
SPECIAL SKILL ( Piano, etc. )- 5 teachers- 4.8 per cent
LIGHT TEACHMG LOAD- 4 teachers- 3.8 per cent
ALL TEACHERS TA"-^ PART- 4 teachers- 3.8 per cent
NO OTHERS AVAILABLE- 3 teachers- 2.9 per cent
SENIORITY- 1 teacher- .96 per cent
OTHER REASONS- 1 teacher- .96 per cent

Records and Reports
Parents and the school administration take up the greatest portion of
the teacher's time, as far as required records and reports are concerned. In
each case, 59 teachers were required to record for the administration or to
report to parents on pupils, classroom facilities, or other matters which the
administration considered important. I'hirty-five teachers were required to
keep personal records in order to keep informed, while 27 kept records for
themselves which were not required, in order to do a better job. Activities*
reports took up the time of 21 teachers. Only 2 teachers left the "Records
and Reports" space on the questionnaire blank, and no one noted "None" under
this heading. 13 teachers issued reports to parents Tifeich were not required,
while 8 teachers helped other teachers by doing the same for them.
The time during which reports vreve necessary varied from those that had
to be done daily to those that were required only once a year. The greatest
frequency occurred v;eekly, with "Every two months", "Monthly", and "Yearly",
coming in that order. The number of teachers for each of these periods were
33, 28, 24, and 20. v ne teacher noted that yearly reports took 200 hours,
which threw the average time way off for the others listed. Tabla XXI and
XXII shows the records and reports listing.
Helping Pupils
"Tiile so-e teachers listed help for pupils who are failing under "Admin-
istrative Activities", or "Miscellaneous Activities", the writer desired a
more specific tabulation of this type of activity, and asked teachers to note
the method by which they helped pupils who were failing, and the time taken
for such activities. hile the time schedule of aid to pupils is unimportant
the methods employed giving help provide an interesting sidelight into the
100
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TABLE XXI
RECORDS AND REPORTS OF SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS
Type of -deport Number of Teachers
Required:
Reports to Parents 59
Reports for the Administration 59
Records for i-ersonal Reference 35
Reports and i^ecords on Activities 21
Teacher's Register 4
Failure Reports 3
Discipline Reports 2
Attendance Records 2
Interim Reports 1
Reports for the State Department 1
Temperature Records for the Administration 1
Class Financial Record 1
Personality and Rating Reports 1
Commendation Reports 1
State Attendance Register 1
Club Records 1
V/arnings 1
Lunch Orders 1
Guidance Records 1
Banking Records and Reports 1
Class Register 1
De-merits 1
199 Total
; Required:
Reports for Pupil and Parents 13
Reports for Personal Reference 27
Reports and Records for Other Teachers 8
48 Total
Complete Total 247
Ic
c
I
TABLE XXII
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RECORBS AMD RJSPORTS OF SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS
Frequency of Reports Number of
Teachers
Total Hours
per Period
Average Hours
per Teacher
.16 .16
V/eekly 33 55.5 1.68
Bl-ivonthly 6.5 2.17
ivjonthly 24 84.25 3.51
ii^very Six Teeks 27 5.4
Every Two r.:onths 28 187 6.68
.aivery Ten Weeks 20 20
Three Times a Year .5 .5
"uarterly 35
Every Semester
Every Five lionths 16 8
Yearly 20 383 19.2
Note: A "Yearly" notation of 200 hours tends to increase the average
of teachers in that section by as much as ten hours, .Tithout this notation
the section would read:
Yearly 19 183 9.63
Totals 124 820.91 6.62
re
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methods employed by social studies teachers. Table XXIII shows, for example,
that more than half of the teachers studied employ individual conference and
after-school tutoring in aiding pupils. 17 teachers refer the pupil to the
Guidance Department, while 12 are engaged in teaching special slasses of poor
or failing students. Only one teacher mentioned the modern method of suiting
the work to the ability of the student, ivhile another noted the use of special
books. Two teachers utilized the device of added work for pupils who could
Qot do the ?/ork assigned.
Parental Contacts
Table XXIV, on parental contacts, shows that 15 teachers engage each
week in letter-writing to parents of pupils who are failing, and that 10
teachers call on parents for the purpose of aiding pupils. In the case of
6 teachers replying, the administration handles matters of this kind, while ill
two instances, teachers are not allowed t o contact parents directly. Accord-
ing to the master sheet, only thirty-two teachers contact parents in one way
or another, while twenty-two teachers left this section blank.
Replies to "Yes" and "No" Questions
Included in the questionnaire were seventeen questions which could be
answered with a "Yes" or "No" by teachers surveyed. In order to save sjiace,
these questions have been tabulated on a single table. Table XXV, where the
reader may note the percentage of "Yes" and "No" answers and those teachers
who did not reply, ^hile some of the questions are related to other parts of
the questionnaire, each rnay be readily understood by itself, due to the v/ord-
ing of the questions.
^Hiile 36 teachers, or 52 per cent, reported that there was an official
guidance program in their schools, the remaining 42 per cent v.'ithout a guid-
C I
c
TABLE yJCIII
IvfETHOD OF HELPING PUPILS ""HO ARE FAILING-
Method No. of Teachers
Individual Conference 58
After-School Tutoring 42
Referral to Guidance Department 17
Special Glasses 12
Notifying Parents 3
Make-Up Work 2
Added 17ork 2
Opportunity Period After Glass 1
Work Suited to Ability 1
Special Books 1
Total number of teachers* 139
TABLE XXIV
PARS^ffAL CO^ITACTS TO HELP PUPILS
Type of Contact No. of Teachers Total Hours/Week
Letters 15 18.5
Visiting Komes 10 18
Phone Calls 6 7
Handled by Administration 6
Conference at School 4
Not allowed 3
None 5
Contact on Parentis Night 1
Totals* 48 33.5
PARENTAL CONTACTS
Type of Contact No. of
FOR COLIIIIG
Teachers
TO SCHOOL
Total Hours/z.'eek
Letters 9 5
Handled by the Administration 5
Phone Galls 2 3
Contacts in the Town 1 1
Totals* 17 9
*Since many teachers use more than one method or employ sev-
eral types of contact, the totals exceed the actual number of
teachers who answered the questionnaire.
I6
TABLE XXV
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•
REPLIES TO "YES" AI® "NO" ^-UESTIONS
j
No. Question Yes % No %
No
Ans. %
1 Tn t-hPT"© nn official P"iiidanpe ttpo—
gram in your school? 36 52 29 42 4 06
E Is th.ere a director of extra—cur—
ricular activities? 19 28 44 64 6 03
3 Kust all pupils engage in some
extra-curricular activity? 9 13 53 77 7 80
4 Is there a limit on the number of
activities in which a student may
engage at any one time? 22 32 35 51 12 17
5 Is the school building available
for activities? 56 81 13 19 0 00
6 Are extra-curricular facilities as
adeouate as classroom facilities's 20 29 34 49 15 22
7 Has any activity been forbidden or
8 12 53 76 8 12
1
8 Is there an activity which you
sponsor in which you feel not very
well Qualified'' 11 16 31 45 27 39
9 Is there an activity you desire to
sponsor not now conducted in your
school*^ 34 49 13 19 22 32
10 Could you begin a program in this
activitv if von had tiTnfi'' 30 88 4 12
11 Would you drop any course in the
GiiTfi on 1 iiTP "hn ma ks T*or>ni Tctv t-hisV LLX X X \« L4. X. Mill U \J XllCL X \J\Jlll X V./ X UXL X O
activity? 10 29 25 71
12 Rftvp a nv of i;ViA api^ivi i".i vnii
sponsored failed to achieve the
success you expected of them? 12 17 37 54 20 29
13 If you act as chaperone, patron or
guide, will you pay your expenses? 27 39 15 22 27 39
14 Ha VP "hhe nost-'/ypad cnnT*sPs vnn'vs
taken proved satisfactory? 17 25 1 01 51 74
15
\
Do you wish you had majored in some
other teaching field in college? 11 16 49 71 9 13
1
IS
i
Do you wish you had majored in some
field other than teaching? 11 16 48 70 10 14
i 17 Do the pupils in your school get
credit for extra-curricular ac-
tivities? 14 20 36 52 19 28

ance program made the writer wonder at the extent to which guidance has taken
hold in the schools 7/here Boston University graduates teach. This lack of of-
ficial guidance facilities seems to offer endless opportunities for those
teachers interested in guidance whose iBiackground is not adequate enough for
them to obtain a full-time guidance position. Of course, the interpretation
of 'official" may alter a teacher's opinion regarding the nature of the pro-
gram being carried out in his school, uestion 2, asking uhether or not ther<
^
is a director of extra-curricular activities, indicates by the answers receiv(jd
that this function has not yet caught on in schools v/here graduates teach.
Since only 28 per cent of teachers replied that their schools had directors o:l*
such activities, the field here seems open for the opportunist.
Questions 3 and 4, regarding the inclusiveness of extra-curricular ac-
tivities and the limits on student's participation, seem to indicate that as
yet the extra-curricular departments of schools are still open only to those
who desire to take part in them, and that, generally, the few students who
take part in many activities make up for those who engage in none. uestions
5 and 6, designed to discover the importance of extra-curricular activities i:
,
school systems by noting the facilities provided for them, seem to show that
although most schools provide facilities for extra-curricular within their
walls, the facilities provided for these activities are still inadequate
when compared with those provided for curricular material. Perhaps this is
as it should be.
Q.uestions 9, 10, and 11, relating to the teacher's desire to sponsor
activities not now conducted in his school, are purely subjective, but may
add to an understanding of the teacher's feelings regarding extra-curricular
activities. 34 teachers, or 49 per cent, stated that they would like to spon-

sor an activity not now conducted in their schools. If they had time, de-
clared 88 per cent of this group, they would be able to begin a program in
the activity, although only 10 cared to choose any course in the curriculum
that they would replace with the activity.
\^tiile only 25 per cent of teachers answered that the post-graduate
courses they'd taken had proved satisfactory, only 1 teacher declared that
such courses had not been satisfactory, 74 per cent did not reply. 11 teach-
ers, or 16 per cent wished that they had majored in sorne other teaching field
in college, ^lAiile another 11 wished that they had taken some other field, in-
stead of teaching.
'.'"Tiile 39 per cent of teachers must pay their own expenses v/hen acting as
chaperone, patron, or guide, 22 per cent have their expenses paid for them.
This might be an important consideration when the prospective teacher is seek-
ing a teachi ig position.
School's Policies
^"o the question, "Is the administration and faculty helpful, neutr-^:l,
or opposed to you in your conduct of activities?" teachers replied: Helpful,
44 teachers, or 64 per cent; neutral, 15 teachers, or 22 per cent; opposed,
1 teacher, or 1 per cent. That teacher who declared that the administration
was opposed indicated that extra-curricular activities are not allo.ved in
the school where he teaches, although he takes students to other schools for
games and dances.
Question 7, Table XXV, indicated that 8 teachers had declared that activ-
ities had been forbidden or stopped in their experience. These activities
consisted of:
Football, a decade ago, because a student had been killed.
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Activities limited, students come by bus.
Student Government Day, poor results.
Plays and dances, limited facilities.
Selling at games, misuse of materials.
Field trips, no adequate reason.
Touch football, no equipment.
Student government, students had too much power.
The 13 teachers who had indicated that the school building was not avail-l
able for activities listed 12 places, in Table XiC7I, where activities are
held outside of the school, because some teachers listed more then one
place, a total of 18 appears in the table. The Town Hall is the most frequent-
ly used meeting place for activities V7hich otherwise would be held at school.
That teachers feel the need of various facilities, or the need for more
time, is evidenced by the 38 teachers who listed the greatest needs of their
schools as they saw them. 24 of the 38 teachers felt the need in the form of
architectural improvements, such as new gymnasiums, cafeterias, auditoriums,
and so forth, v/hile 7 noted the lack of time due to the need for a lighter
teaching load or more teachers. One teacher made the simple request of a
file for guidance information, while a second merely desired permission to
have extra-curricular activities. This was the same teacher who had noted
the administration's opposition to these activities.
Teacher's Skills
Table XXIX, "Skills Possessed and Ifot Utilized by the Teacher", and
Table XXX, ""Activities for hich the Teacher i^'eels roorly C^alified", indi-
cates the relation of the skills possessed by the teacher to those which the
school utilizes, it is interesting to note that 10 teachers feel that all of
their skills are being utilized in activities. 8 teachers possess skills
in Dramatics which are not being put to use, and 7 have abilities in one or
another sport which aTenot being utilized. 31 teachers feel that they are
re
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TABLE XYVT
PLACES '/THERE ACTIVITIES ARE ilELD
Places iM'o. of 5chools
Town iiall 5
Grange Hall 2
Pupil* s Homes 2
Fairgrounds Iiall 1
Legion Hall 1
Community Building 1
Library 1
Ballfield 1
G-ym, (ex-church) 1
Town Recreation Bldg. 1
Outdoors & Ivluseums 1
Notebooks, Papers 1
GREATEST NEEDS OF SCHOOLS
Total 18
Greatest Needs No. of Schools
New Gym and /or Auditorium 10
Space -I lore Room 7
More Time 4
Larger Schools 2
Equipment 2
Larger Cafeteria 1
Adequate Aud. oc Athletic Eld. 1
Ivioney, Newgldga. Props, etc. 1
Darkroom 1
Adequate Room & Time 1
File for Guidance Information 1
Work T^les for Plane Eodels 1
Abetter plant 1
Supplementary Reading Test 1
Lower Teaching Load 1
Permission to have Extra-Curr, 1
Display Tables C<. Boards 1
More Teachers 1
TABLE ,:.XXVII
Total 38
r1
TABLE XXDC
SKILLS POSSESSED iND NOT UTILIZED BY THE TEACHER
Skill i-O. of
Tchrs
.
Skill No. of
Tchrs
.
Photography 2 Dramatics 8
Debating 3 Fencing 1
Track Coach 1 Play Produc. -Speech Art 1
All Used in Small Town 1 Athletics 1
Hockey Coach 1 Gymnastics 1
Public Speaking 1 School Paper 1
Librarian 1 Current Affairs 1
Eolk Dancing 1 Planning i'rograms 1
Audio-Visual Aids 1 Aviation Instruction 1
No Time for I.jore 1 Lusical-Gen'l Entertain. 1
Aviation Experience 1 Piano Playing 1
Radio 1 Sports-Outdoor Act, 1
Stamp Club 1 Tennis 1
Journalism 1 Pone 10
Total of Teachers Possessing Unused Skills 37
TABLE XXX
ACTIVITIES FOR ;7KICH TKE TEACHER PEELS POORLY QUALIFIED
Activity Po. of
Tchrs
,
Activity Mo. of
Tchrs
None 31 Athletics 1
Basketball 2 r'orums 1
Public, of Yearbook 1 Library Activities 1
Soccer 1 Pird .Valks (Elem.
)
1
Girls' Softball 1 School i-'aper 1
Class Advisor 1 Dancing 1
Guidance 1
I Total of Poorly Qualified Teachers 15 |

adequately qualified for the positions which they hold, although 5 teachers
feel that their athletic ability, or the ability to coach athletics, could
|be better than it is.
Teacher's Interests
Because the subjectively determined interests of teachers play a great
part in determining their ability and success as teachers, the follow-up
study should include in its. scope a question or tvfo designed to probe these
interests. 'This study has several questions of this type.
Table XXXI, showing the subjects and activities that teachers regard as
most interesting, least interesting, as their easiest assignment, and as theii
most difficult assignment, gives an inkling of the nature of the teacher's
feelings in these matters. For example, social studies teachers who have
majored in American History seem to regard this subject as their easiest as-
signment, and at the same time as the activity of most interest. The writer
assumes here that "History", noted without other designation by SI teachers,
is almost wholly American History, though for the sake of objectivity in the
table, this assumption was not made. If this is true, and "History" means
American Histoiy, then the six subjects of History, All Social Studies, U.S.
i
or American History, Civics, American Government, and Problems of Democracy,
noted 88 the topics of most interest by the greatest number of teachers, in-
clude in their scope 4S teachers, or 61 per cent of those studied. This is
probably due to the fact that the teachers know their subjects, and how to
teach them, and can thus feel a sense of accomplishment in doing so. It is
difficult to determine the extent to vihich these same teachers regard history
as their easiest assignment, since there were 13 blank spaces in the "Easiest
Assignment" column, and only 5 in the "Most Interesting" column. 19 teachers,
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however, listed American History in one form or another as "-Easiest", and 3
as "Most Difficult." Of course, teachers may regard a subject as interesting
and as difficult at the same time. Three teachers listed guidance or counsel
ing as most interesting, Among activities of least interest, J'atheraatics,
science, and English held top place vath a total of 16 teachers designating
these as their least interesting subjects. The petty details of teaching
received the denunciation of tv^o teachers, 5 teachers regarded social studie
as of least interest, and 18 teachers felt that they presented the most dif-
ficult assignments. One teacher felt that making history interesting pres-
ented the most difficult problem in his school program.
The second division of the table, showing a division of activities into
major fields, indicates that social studies are of most interest, with 54
teachers, and that other subjects make up the greatest part of the topics of
leest interest, as listed by 30 teachers. Although social studies are con-
sidered easiest by 30 teachers, they are also at the top of the "Most Diffi-
cult" list, with 17. One teacher noted that it v/as not possible for a subjec-|
to be easy, and two declared that all were of equal difficulty.
Table XKXII attempted to show the relation betTreen those activities
marked "Most Interesting", and "Easiest", and those marked "Least Interesting
and "Ivlost Difficult", by showing the activities and number of teachers who
had noted an activity in both of these two catagories. That is, if a teacher
checked history as most interesting and also as easiest, then his notation is
listed in this chart. The attempt here is to establish a connection, if pos-
sible, between ease of teaching, interest in a subject, and knowledge of that
subject. Again, the dominance of social studies subjects in the first chart,
and of other subjects in the second may be noted.
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TABLE ..XXII
ACTIVITIES DENOTED AS MOliT IMTjiRSSTING AND EASIEST BY THE SA!;IE TEACHER
•
Activity
rlistory
All Social Studies
Eno'lish
American G-overninent
T'odern Problems
Civics
Counseling
Sports
Geography
Coaching
r.'athematics
"j'orld History
Total of 1'eachers
Mo. of
Teachers
24
ACTIVITIES DENOTED AS LEAST INTETeSTIi^ AND MOST DIFFICULT BY SAIVIE TEACHER
Activity No. of
Teachers
English
Science
Ivlathematics
Geography
English Grammar
Business Training
Latin America
Economic Geography
Penmanship
I'.!usiC"Loss of Supervisor
Auditorium Committee
Art
Total of Teachers 15
1
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Tables XXXIII, iCXXIV, XXX7, and XXXVI express the teacher's ideas as far
desired activities are concerned, and his feelings regarding activities in
his present schedule that should be dropped to make room for other things. In
Table XXXIII, 12 teachers are satisfied ?dth the activities that they now
conduct, while 40 teachers would like to conduct activities of one kind or
another. 6 teachers are interested in sports, 5 would like to engage in
speech and dramatics, 4 are int erested in social studies, and 3 would like t(}
sponsor dancing classes of one type or another. According to Table XXXr/, 24
teachers are satisfied with the present curriculum, while 11 would like to
make some change. Although 20 teachers expressed no desire to take over the
activities sponsored by another teacher in Table XXXV, 11 would like to see
themselves as sponsor of such activities. In Table XXXVI, 18 teachers would
require certain activities for the best growth of pupils. Active participatiol.
in the form of dances, sports, and dramatics was desired by 11 teachers.
Degree of Teacher's Interest
In of.der to measure the degree of the teacher's interest, the v/riter
aiked, "Are you genuinely interested in, tolerate as a necessary job, or do
you dislike most of the extra-curricular activities that you sponsor?" The
teachers replying answered as follows:
Genuinely Interested In 48 Tolerate as Necessary Job 9
Dislike (Sxtra-Curricular
and living-in) 1 -lo Answer 11
From these replies, it would appear that most teachers are interested in
the activities that they sponsor. The nine who merely tolerate them, however
need further study, for certainly the degree of a teacher' s interest may havfe
a good deal to do with the success or failure of a club or activity. A teach
er, of course, is not expected to like everything he does.
I
TABLE XXXIII
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ACTIVITIES DESIRED BY THE TEACHER
Activity iMumber
of Tchrs
Activity ijumber
of Tchrs
iTone 12 Debatins team 2
.Projection Club 1 Glass or r'ield I'riTDE 2
iJ \^w w XX W aLCi O 0w 0 1 *—/ • j_/Q IX \^w vy X. ci o »-> S
Vane uy onows X jjraioa O
1 Avifl + i on m nVi 1
Grflft 01 nhs 1 O V L4VX ^ XI V \> \J LlXiw XX 1X.
Tennis 2 Dramatics 1
Guidance 2 Stamn Club 1
"Red Cross ictivities 1 Visual Aids 1
School Sport Teams 1 Journalism Club 1
Football 2 Chess 1
Boxing 1 Aeronautics 1
Testing for Guidance 1 current events Cours e 1
Gurr. ii^vents Club 2 Ballroom Dancing 1
Driving 1 Teaching of German 1
Sewing and Cook, CI. 1 Tii story Club 1
Changes Desired- Total of Teachers 40
TABLE XXXIV
COURSES IN THE CURRICULIB'I THAT SHOULD BE DROPPED
Course Number
of Tchrs
Course dumber
of Tchrs
Spelling-v^eparate 2 Science 1
Study reriods 1 Art as an Elective 1
Penmanship 1 Literature 1
Sales and Law 1 Business Law 1
Junior Business 1 Geography 1
l-Ione 24
———
—
1
Changes Desired- Total of Teachers 11
I
It
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TABLK XXXV
OTHER TEACH'£R»3 A.CTIVITIES DSSIRED BY THE TEACHER
Activity tJo . of
Tchrs.
Activity :<o, of
Tchrs.
None 20 Gym 1
Dramatics 2 ctudent Government 1
Audio-Visual Aids 2 Baseball 1
Hi-Y 1 Lore History 1
Athletics 1 Director of Studies 1
Total of Teachers Desiring Activities 11
TABLE XXXVI
ACTI^/ITISS NOT REOUIHSD THAT SHOULD EE
Activity No. of
Tchrs.
Activity No. of
Tchrs.
None 2 Dramatics 2
Public Speaking 2 School Paper 1
Driver Tr. vTith Credit 1 After-School SDorts 1
Dances 1 Se 1f-Governinen t 1
Socials 1 Guidance 1
Athletics 1 Gym 1
Extras Should be Elec. 1 physical ^d. Classes 1
Hi-Y 1 aadio 1
Some Art Course 1
Number of Teachers That Feel Need of Change 18
I!
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In order to further check the degree of a teacher's interest, the writei
asked, "How would you rather spend your time than in supervision of in-schoolj
activities'^" and received the following replies:
Satisfied (with reservations) 23
Satisfied (without reservations) 17
Study (viTith reservations)
Travel (with reservations) 28
Travel (without reservations) 4
Reading (7/ith reservations) 20
Attending Plays of Other
Entertainment (with reservations) 14
Conversation (with reservations) 10
Community Clubs (with reservations) 7
\7ork for rJxtra l^oney (with reservations) 5
Work for Ixtva Honey (without reservations) 1
Get Into College History (without reservations) 1
Blanks 9
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A notation of "without reservations" indicates that this was the only
desire of the teacher. For example, 23 teachers are more or less satisfied
but would like to do one of the others as well; 17 teachers, however, are
completely satisfied and have no other desires as expressed by other teacher^
Activities That Failed
Table XXXVII merely lists tho.se activities that failed under the super-
vision of the teacher, with the reason why they failed. Lack of time, facil4
ities and foresight seem to be the three big reasons for failure,
Iilxtra Fay
In Table XXXVIII, teachers list those activities for ?/hich they receive
extra pay in addition to their regular salaries. This pay ranges from .#50 a
year for Senior Play Coach to ^4600 for Driver -Education. Here again, athlete
ics seem to play a big part, for the big three of Football, Basketball, and
Baseball are all included, in addition to Track,
[5|
1
TABLE XOCVII
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ACTIVITIES THAT FAILED V/ITH REASON FOR FAILURE
3tivitv Reason for Failure
Basketball Facilities limited.
Senior Year Activities Too much for one person.
Senior Party Lack of j*lanning.
I/iusic Ho teacher in town.
Biology Club Valentine Dance Lack of fJlanning.
Student G-overnment Poor representatives chosen.
Glee Club Lack of qualified instruction-time.
Athletics Argument over rules - poor sports.
Stamp Club Unknown
Newspaper Column Poor cooperation - little time.
Athletic Tournameat Lack of time.
TABLE xx:'CViii
EXrRA PAY RECEIVED FOR ACTIVITISS
Activity Amount of Pay
Basketball Coach $150 per year.
Baseball Coach $150 per year.
.
Faculty Ivlanager ^150 per year.
Chairman, Social otudies ^100 per year.
Coach of Senior Play |50 per year.
Football Coach Q $,20 per hour §£00 per year.
Football Graines Usher $12 to $15, at |3 per game.
Travel A'ith Basketball Teaip |,05 per mile.
Driver Education :;?600 per year.
Track Coach •pE75 per year.
Football-Baseball-Easketball Varies.
Assistant Coach v^lOO per yesr.
Cross Country Coach ^150 per year.
After-School Athletics Varies.
Coaching $50 per year.
Athletics ^100 per year.
9
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College Courses
Although subjective judgment is inevitably involved in the determinatioi
1
of best or worst courses taken by teachers, such a determination may help the
faculty of colleges in making up a program that will suit the needs of pros-
pective teachers, for that reason, the vrriter included in his survey the
questions
:
'JThat skills or knowledge wbuld you have found helpful in your present
activity program that you might have obtained in a teacher-training program?
What college courses have you taken since being assigned to your activ-
ities, in order to fit you more adequately for your job?
From what professional (education) course did you derive the most bene-
fit? the least benefit?
Tables XXXIX, XL, and XLI provide the answers to these questions, 10
teachers felt that courses in sports methods would have helped them in their
present program, 9 believe that interviewing techniques would have been of
aid in counseling students, 5 feel the need of financial knowledge, 5 believe
that dance instruction courses would have been of value, and 4 think that
typing would help them in their present position. One teacher spoke of the
need for "practical, not theoretical, skills'*, while another expressed the
desire for "practical experience leading youth in varied activities." From
Table XL, 12 teachers have taken "Principles of Guidance" or courses relatec
to guidance in order to aid them in their present job.
The strangest part of the results of Table XLI is not that certain
teachers have chosen certain subjects as of greatest or of least benefit, bui
that some teachers regard education courses an of no value whatever. One
teacher, for example, notes that he found no course of any value. Two others
(t
11
TABLi: XXXIX
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COURSES THAT TEACHHSS BELIEVE WOULD HAYE .HELPED THEM
Course i4o. of
rcnrs
.
Course :jo. of
Tchrs.
w
Sports IJethods 10 Techniques of Interview 9
Financial i-Jiowledge 5 I'lethods-Dance Instruction 5
4 Statistics 2
Any Experience iielpful 1 Play Production 1
Library science 1 Coaching Sports and Plays
Plan- Organizing Activities 1 Path, of Tchng. iinglish 1
Health 1 Psvcholoe;v 1
L'easur. and iCvaluation 1 Journalism 1
Coach-Basketball and ITtbll. 1 Supervise Sxtra-Gurr. Act. 1
Lore i.:athei[Btics 1 Two Years of Latin 1
Recreat ion X Broad Course-nJxtra—Ourr 1 c
.
1
Practical, not Theo., Skills 1 Kimeographing 1
Play Dir. and otaging 1 Prac. ixper. Leading xouth
in Varied Activities 1
Public Speaking 1 UXIXC l* J. WO 1
Visual Aids 1 Child Study or _ sychology 1
Guidance Courses 1
Total Number of Teachers 60
TABLE X2.
CCURSilS TAi'.EN BY T
Course No . of
Tchrs.
EACni-Ho TO HiiiLP TKuM
Course No. of
Tchrs.
Principles of Guidance 6 Audio-Visual Aids 2
Unit l!ethod 2 Aviation for Teachers 1
45 Credit s-Guid. and Psych. 1 Group Guidance 1
Teaching Soc. Studies 1 Basketball Clinic 1
Guidance (5 courses) 1 Physiology and iuiatomy 1
Super, and Administration 1 Hist, of the Folk Dance 1
Trends-A'od. Coaching of
Sports 1
Gorarnunity Recreation and
Administration 1
The iViOdern Curriculum 1 Audio-Visual Iv'ethods 1
Techniques of Int'^rview 1 Occupational Inforrastion 1
Teaching of Driver Ed. 1 Lethods in English 1
Intercultural i:;ducstion 1 Typing 1
Frontier in Ainer. nist. 1 Education in a Democracy 1
History of the Far East 1 Iviaster' s in Hadio-Sneech 1
Writing Thesis in Guidance 1 20 Hours Piaster's Credit 1
f.Iaster 's-Jr . High Soc. St. 1
38Total Number of Teachers
!
1
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TABLE XLI
COLLEGE COURSES OF GREi^EST AND LEAST BEl^JKFIT TO TEACHERS
(Subjective Judgment)
Course of
Greatest Benefit
No. of
Tckrs,
Student Teaching
Methods of Teaching
Unit Method
Teaching of Soc. St^
School and Society
Methods in Sec. Sch.
Dr. billett's L'eth.
Ed. Measurements
Methods Courses
Methods
Many-
Public Speaking
None
Benefit From All
All Dr. Billett's
Improv. So. St. Ins,
Warren* 3 Principles
Methods and i.ater.
Tchng in Prim, iir.
j
i Ifeihoney-Sch. & Soc.
Ed. for Democracy
Social Studies
Statistics
Tests and Lleasure.
Bernard-Tchng Hist,
Frontier in History
Princ.j .eth.-Soc .St.
Geography- Chase
Zoology 1 B
Percent
of Tot.
15.8
12.2
5.26
5.26
5.26
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
Total of Teachers 52 100
Course of
Least Benefit
History of Education
Princ. of Sec. Ed.
School and Society
Methods in Sec. Sch.
sychology
All except St. Teach.
Statistics
Princ. of Guidance
General Mucation
Ps5>-ch. of Adolescence
^v-any
"ublic Speaking
Both of Them
Research l.^ethods
Lead. Movements in Ed,
Teaching Soc. studies
Ed. Sociology
luost "Methods"
Except. Child otudy
Sec.Sch. Org. & Adm.
The Changing Ourric,
No. of
Tchrs,
10
Percent
of Tot.
24.4
14.6
7.3
7.3
4.9
4.9
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
Total of Teachers 41 100
Three teachers stated that they had never taken an education course.
One of the three declared that such courses were not necessary.
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note that no course is of any value except Student Teaching. Another states,
•*Both of Them,'' when asked ^vhich course is of least benefit, and indicates
that these are the only two education courses he has ever taken. Three
teachers, graduates of the College of Liberal Arts, declare that they have
never taken an education course; one of the three says that education course!
are not necessary, for, '•Subject-matter is enough,"
i^iile Student Teaching tops the list for courses of greatest benefit,
a tabulation of those courses regarded as methods courses indicates that 19
regard general methods courses as of greatest value. One teacher stated thai
she had benefitted from all courses. in an effort to determine why three
teachers should regard School and Society as the best course and three shoulcl
feel that this was the worst, the writer tabulated the graduation dates of
the teachers affected. It was discovered that those who had chosen School
and Society as the course of most benefit had received Bachelor of Science
degrees in 1940, 1943, aand 1943, respectively, and IJaster's degrees in
1946, 1947, and 1948; those who had regarded this course as of least benefit
had received Bachelor of Science degrees in 1947, 1948, and 1948, Thus,
there seems to be some relation between the subjective value of courses and
the year of graduation, or, more probably, the instructor.
Advice to Prospective ^'eachers
The final section of the questionnaire, before the teacher's estimate
of the total teaching load, is the advice of the graduate to the teacher
still in school. In this section the teacher is asked to advise the pros-
pective teacher in the light of his experience, in order that the prospective!
teacher lafly receive the benefit of any knowledge that the graduate has ac-
quired in his career, and that will help the new teacher. This advice was
cc
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given by teachers intheir own y/ords, and recorded as given. Vathout attempt-
ing to edit this advice, the writer will record it as given by the fifty-two
teachers who replied to this question:
G-et adequate background, if a history teacher, really learn the sub-
ject, don't dabble in it. 'i'he average teacher has not enough background.
Gain knowledge of keeping the state "register", of computations involij^d
in different marking systems, etc.
Develop at least ^ dozen abilities in extra-curricular activities. Un-
derstand English Teacher's problems and social studies aims, dare guidance.
Take the minimum of education courses and more liberal arts.
Go to a college where they obtain real teacher training and not supers
ficial exposure to classroom situations.
Take a broad coverage in academic courses if planning to teach in a
small school, as broad a coverage as possible.
More emphasis on methods. IJore on "How to do" instead of "What to do."
i^now your subject well enough to make it interesting to persons ordin-
arily hostile to it. A student not interested in a course will learn nothinjg,
(although he might make good grades by cramming for tests.)
Patience! Disciplinary methods applicable to "free" young ./imericans.
^'orget teaching and get a position with money - try business college cp
even join a union- truck driver, mill worker, etc. All get more than teachejjps.
Develop yourself in as many activities as possible: sports, theater,
clubs, hobbies.
Do not go into teaching unless you like students and are willing to pujt
up with a lot of red tape and tiroe lost in many futile interviews for posi-
tions.
Bibliography - read, read, read in your field and related fields.
Like people and children - have plenty of energy.
V^en accepting a position know definitely the number of hours per weelj
you will teach.
luiow your subject matter and do all in your power to make it live for
your students. If a teacher loves her subject and knows the material she
can excite attitudes in the minds of her students which will result in theij|p
love and knowledge of her subject.
e? 5
Get as much training as possible before beginning to teach.
See, know people, ways of work, sport, etc. Go see publishing house,
newspaper plant, zoo, museum, get acquainted with "lational Geographic Mag-
azine.
Collect a variety of teaching techniques, the more the better, to a-
yoid repititious procedures.
Avail yourselves of all opportunities to observe master teachers in
their classrooms.
Specialization in several related fields is much to be desired, but
broaden your scope of interest by being well informed in various fields.
Continue study of methods as well as research in your major field.
Try to go to as large a school system as possible and be sure to teaclj
your major subject.
Don't go into teaching if you have scholarly leanings. You'll be pulled
two ways the rest of your life. Acquire a vocabulary of large, vague words
They go well at educational meetings and impress people with your zeal. li{
you are going to be caught by activities, and you will be, better do a bit
of work on dancing, music, dramatics, etc., in college.
Wen- except athletic directors stay out of it- omen, its a wonderful
training for parenthood.
Get as much experience as possible in working and playing with child-
ren of all ages.
Have the ability to obtain and maintain friendly relations with stud-
ents. There is a need of new teachers to "reach" the students in a class-
room, text-book, and golden rule manner.
Watch your best teachers' techniques, adapt them to your own personal-j
ity, and if you don't love kids, don't try to teach. If you do love them,
learn your pet field from top to bottom.
Be prepared to teach almost everything at one time or another.
Be ready to teach in several fields.
Avoid teaching on the junior high level. Realize modern discipline
situations that must be faced. If possible, avoid small-town schools.
To do an A-1 job in social studies as suggested in college one has to
work morning, noon, and night and even then one can't do all the TOrk.
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Have practical experience in group work such as scouting. Church
School.
cI
Be sure you know what you are doing.
A balanced background is essential; athletic, social, intelleiitual,
in order to communicate.
Get a good general methods course; but adapt oneself to the school an^
community as quickly as possible, and do not attempt the revision of an ed
ucational system in one year.
Give it a try. If you don't like it and all that goes with it, get
out quick.
Be active in extra-curricular activities and seize every opportunity
presented to learn something of interest, even if it saems valueless at th^
time.
Be a dentist I
Fully inform yourself of the teaching conditions before you take any
job.
Determine whether you will be a good disciplinarian before deciding
to teach.
The first year of teaching is the most difficult.
Prepare to give guidance as much as possible.
Become familiar with many varied activities.
Talos part in more extra-curricular activities in college. Never be
less than an expert in yoar subject. Matriculate at a liberal arts colleg'
Each student should plan for methods courses not only in his major
field, but in his minor fields.
Be ethical- coo_jerate with the administration- expect to put in extra
hours of work outside of actual classroom teaching.
Know 3'-our subject and take extra practice teaching.
Be continually conscious of the need to save time. Build a professio^i-
al library while in college.
Take courses in methods of teaching.
Be rery sure that teaching is the right profession for you.
Prepare for broad interests that can be utilized for extra income and
interest- a definite aid to a prospective teacher.
r(1
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Don't enter teaching unless you have a sincere interest in, and love
of, children.
I
Q
CHAPTER V
sTOaiA-RY Aim mcQmmi)ivncF:s
In concluding this stadj'-, it is necessary to turn back to Chapter I,
note those objectives which have been outlined for it, determine whether
these objectives have been fulfilled, det'^rmine the important findings dis-
closed by the study, and make recoramendations in the light of these findings,,
The major purposes of the study, as stated on page 8, Chapter I, were
to determine if the follow-up study conducted by the author is of practical
value in securing information about teaching graduates, and to decide vhethei
or not such studies can be conducted economically or not at the School of
Education by the year-by-year method which is necessary for the proper se-
curing of accurate and changing information on trends, salaries, etc. More
specific purposes of the study included the discovery of the best method of
obtaining addresses of graduates, finding out whether or not graduates will
cooperate in the study, the type of questionnaire that is most effective,
whether or not questionnaires should be sent to principals and superinten-
dents, the discovery of \vhether or not most graduates go into teachiiig of
their choice, other occupations represented, the various aspects of teaching
positions held by graduates, the type of tables, charts, and graphs that wili
most effectively tell the student about the ;vork of graduates, the most ec-
ononical method of conducting follow-up studies by the School of Education,
and the references to be used in discovering other results and forms to be
used in follow-up study. By discussing the specific objectives of the study,
the writer believes that the general objectives of the study will be deter-
mined as accomplished or not achieved.
1, VVhat is the best method of obtaining addresses of graduates and of
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contacting them for the purpose of follow-up study?
As noted in Chapter lY, the writer tried several methods of securing
the addresses of teaching graduates, and finally used those r/hich he had ob-
tained in the "Hub" and at the P}4cement Service. Even these, hov;ever, v/ere
not entirely satisfactory, for only about fifty per cent of graduates replied
to the questionnaires and cards sent out. Obviously, then, although the
writer had used these methods of obtaining addresses, some more suitable meth-j
od should be found in order to increase the percentage of replies.
In order to increase the value of follow-up studies, the writer would
like to suggest that students be assigned at graduation to have graduates fil!}
out cards upon which they write their names, present addresses, positions ob-
tained, major and minor in college, and whether or not they intend to main-
tain their present address. In this way the school, with an adeouate filing
system, will have the most recent addresses of graduates that can be obtained,
at little or no expense. Thus the school may take advantage of the time be-
fore graduation to engage in some valuable research, "Hub" addresses may be
checked, a minimum of money need be spent in mailing pamphlets, catalogs, etc,
and the Alumni Association and Placement Service will benefit as well. Students
assigned to this experimental task may have it count toward credit in one of
a number of courses, since such research y/ill provide valuable training for
the future teacher. If such studies prove impractical, however, the school
:nay continue, with slight misgivij^gs, to employ the Placement Service and
"Hub" lists as sources of information. Sample X is suggested for use in the
3xperiraental study to be conducted on 6raduation Day.
2. .'ill graduates be cooperative in replying to questionnaires sent out,
3r will some motivation be necessary before they do cooperate? 'That is the
ii
I
SAMPLE X
CARD FOR USE IN SXPERBEOTAL STUDY ON GRADUATION DAY
PLiilASE FILL OUT TiilS CARD AM) RETURN TO THE USHER
NsLine
Present Address (note here the address you will use
during the coming year)
Degree ?%jor
Position You've secured, or your job title during
the coming year:
r
nature of that motivation?
It is evident, from the percentage of answers received from Social Stud-
ies majors at the School of ilducation, and from Kaster's candidates, that
many graduates do not need further motivation in order to reply to question-
naires. The returns from earlier graduates, however, and from graduates in
other fields, leave much to be desired. For this reason, it seems necessary
for the school to offer something to the graduate for the time he spends in
filling out follow-up forms. If the graduate, while he is in school, however
takes advantage of follow-up up studies conducted for his benefit, if he en-
gages in these studies himself as part of his training, and if he realizes thf
value of such studies conducted officially by the school, he will cooperate
much more fully than if he notes a study being conducted by one person merely
in fulfillment of requirements for a Iv'aster's degree. As Josko says, the
graduate must become follow-up minded. In addition, if the school sends to
its graduates sumniaries of the follow-up studies which it conducts, telling
them of states where salaries are higher than those they now receive, or of
methods they may employ to improve their teaching, the bond between school an|.
graduate v/ill become stronger, and cooperation will be almost assured,
3. iihat type of questionnaire will be most effective in securing maximum
results from the study?
There is no question that the questionnaire used by the writer in the
present study was too long for practical studies, even though he obtained in-
formation on a variety of topics. In several cases, this information is sig-
nificant, but in many other areas the information secured is of such minute
value that it might well have been eliminated. The amount of the question-
naire devoted to "Helping lupils and Contacting Parents", for example, might
cc
iaave been eliminated by a better choice of words, or that on "Records and
Reports", reduced as well. In any case, constant revision is necessary in
order to secure greatest efficiency. No question should be asked, the answer
to which will not be used in some way to help the pupils, faculty, or gradu-
ates of the university. In other words, if the adrainistration intends to ask
a question of its graduates, it must be prepared to use the answers received
in helping someone. Filed answers are of no value to anybody.
4. Should questionnaires be sent to superintendents and principals?
From the few results obtained regarding schools in this study, it seems
evident that a well constructed questionnaire sent to the administration of
a school where graduates are likely to teach will aid students greatly in
selecting their positions. One graduate, for example, might not have accepted
a position in a town where extra-curricular activities are banned if he had
had foreknowledge of such conditions. The salaries offered by various schocli
should be matters of record at the School of Education. It is the duty of th<
school, this writer believes, to have all information regarding a school sys-
tem that is public information, and to have this information on as many schoo^ls
as possible which represent localities where graduates are likely to teach.
As part of their training, Boston University students could make comparisons,
study conditions, and visit communities thus studied, with valuable results
for the town, the student and the School of >Jducation.
5. Do most graduates go into teaching of their undergraduate choice,
or into teaching at all? "liat other occupations are represented among grad-
uates? Does this indicate lack of guidance in the training school, or are th
positions represented similar to teaching in their requirements, or an advanced
phase for which teaching is a prerequisite?
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It is difficult to decide, on the basis of the small number of returns
of postcards and questionnaires, whether most graduates are teaching social
studies or not. The writer did not even know the number of social studies
majors with whom he was dealing, and thus could not compare positions secured
with college majors. Table V, however, indicated that those graduates who
were not teaching were engaged in work related to education, and that many-
had returned to Boston University or to other colleges for further study.
This study, it may be repeated, due to lack of initial knowledge of social
studies majors and proper addresses, did not secure adequate information re-
garding positions held by graduates. It is difficult to determine whether
the few non-teachers represented in the study v7ould have benefitted more by-
attendance at another college, or another branch of Boston University, but
some graduates, perhaps, if exposed to teaching situations earlier than that
which they had secured in Student Teaching, might have dropped out of school
or changed their programs to courses for 7/hich they ^ere better fitted. Cer-
tainly observation of teachers and discussion of teaching problems '^ith them
is a valuable supplement to classroom notetaking. Fany graduates had secured
positions which may rightly be regarded as advanced ones for -w-hich teaching if
a prerequisite, such as High School Principal.
'.^hat are the various aspects of the teaching positions held by graduates
such as subjects taught, extra-curricular activities engaged in, administra-
tive responsibilities, guidance activities, help in curriculum revision, inte:|[-
ests, and other phases of the teacher's job taken up in the questionnaire,
chapter three?
A summary of the pertinent and valid information secured in chaper four
reveals the following pertinent facts regarding social studies teachers who
134
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have graduated from the university:
1. Twenty-nine teachers were teachin,r in junior high schools, twenty-
eight in senior high schools, and eight in both branches of the secondary
school. The senior high school teachers seem to teach fev/er subjects, al-
though they spend as great a length of time per week in teaching, and their
preparations are thus reduced. Senior high teachers, also, seem to be depart
mentalized more than junior high teachers, and thus rij£3'- teach only social
studies, while junior high teachers have a greater variety of subjects per
teacher. Thus, the senior high school seems more desirable,
2. Most graduates of Boston University remain in New England to teach,
and a good many of them are v;ithin comr-.uting distance of Boston. The majority
of teachers are in small towns or cities, and none surveyed was teaching in
the City of Boston.
3. '^/hile the School of ilducation graduate is justified in seeking as higli
a salary as possible before accepting a teaching position, he will not be like
ly to obtain more than .|2200 in Massachusetts with a Bachelor of Science degr
little more else^s^here, and only about ^2300 or |2400 with a '''aster's degree.
Teachers with experience are able to move from one school to another and to
c •mmand the higher salaries. Sven a teacher of ten years experience, however
receives, on the average, bet^veen $3000 and .')3500. "ost teachers can expect
to receive annual raises in salary, however. The analysis of salaries by
states is not possible with the number of teachers studied.
4. Without question, a Toaster's degree is an aid to securing a teaching
position, and to receiving a higher salary. The cost of the degree, however,
will not be paid for during the first few years of teaching, since liilaster's
graduates and Bachelor's graduates receive about the same starting salary.
c
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5. Teachers tend to overestiraate the time that they spend in teaching
activities, unless some area of this study has been neglected. According to
figures secured, only about one third of teachers work less than forty-five
hours a week, while the remainder spend a greater portion of their time in
teaching and teaching activities. &. few teachers, living in at private
schools, spend almost all of their time in teaching activities. Nine teacheritt,
or thirteen per cent, spent less than thirty hours a week in teaching activi-
ties, according to objective figures.
6, iJxtra-curricular and administrative activities take up a good portion
of the time of social studies teachers, and thirty-two per cent or twenty-two
teachers spend five hours a week or more in extra-curricular activities. Al-
though administrative activities, according to this survey, includes study
hall supervision, forty-five teachers or sixty-five per cent spend five hours
a week or more in these activities. G-uidance activities are not as important
as the other t?;o, but they should be considered. Thirty-three teachers spend
twenty hours or less in subject-matter teaching, while ten spend thirty hours
or more teaching.
7, The average teacher has approximately two sections of American His-
tory to teach each week, representing about ten hours a week. This is the
most important subject taught by social studies teachers, although others
irtiich utilize American History in their content also take up a portion of
most teachers' time, i'orty teachers out of the sixty-nine studied teach Amer-
ican History as a specific subject. The most widely employed ccmpanion sub-
jects outside of social studies taught by social studies teachers, especially
in the juniol^ high school, are English and arithmetic.
8. oports and Dgnces, as well as Dramatics, take up a good portion of
5
the ertra-curricular duties of teachers, and stamp and debating clubs are
few in number. The emphasis is on active participation of students in athle-
tic types of activity, rath discussion types of clubs running a poor second.
This may be due to the fact that discussion is going into the classroom, and
that groups of this type meet during the regular school day. Teachers are
used as chaperones and as general helpers in a great many activities of a
social nature, where pupils meet informally in large groups,
9. The homeroom is the center of guidance for the social studies teacher,
but is also used for keeping records, for student government, and for other
planned activity. Many teachers utilize the homeroom merely as a study perio(.,
10. As part of their administrative duties, 34 teachers engage in study
hall supervision for an average of 4.67 hours a vreek. About fifty per cent
of teachers aid the administration in curriculum revision.
11. Teachers arc usually selected for activities arbitrarily or because
they are new teachers, or else they volunteer for the activities in which
they engage. Some teachers must take certain activities because they teach
courses associated with those activities.
12. All except tv;o teachers were required to fill out records and report;
of some type during the school year, and these two did not answer, leading to
the conclusion that all teachers are required to make out some records and
reports,
13. Most teachers help pupils who are failing by soeb method, whether it
be individual conference, after-school tutoring, or referral to the Guidance
Department
.
14. i-^nly fifty-two percent of schools reporting had an official guidance
[program, and only 28 per cent of schools reporting had directors of extra-
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curricular activities. Sixteen per cent of teachers wished that they had
majored in some other teaching field, and sixteen percent, in something other
than teaching.
15. One teacher indicated that extra-curricular activities are not al-
lowed in his school. Eight teachers had had experience v/ith extra-curricular
activities forbidden or stopped.
16. Social studies teachers, with backgrounds in history as their major
subject, regard this subject as the most interesting and the easiest that
they have to teach. Other subjects, with which they are less familiar, they
regard as more difficult and as of less interest.
17. i-'orty-eight teachers are genuinely interested in the activities that
they sponsor, while nine merely tolerate them as necessary. ."hile twenty-
three teachers are generally satisfied with their jobs, the others would like
to engage in various pursuits like travel, reading, etc,
18. Sponsors of sports programs and coaches received the greatest per-
centage of extra pay granted. One teacher, te?=ching driver education, received
§600 a year for this activity.
19. Teachers wished that they could have taken courses in sports methods
finances, interviewing techniques, dancing, and typing, in order to fit them
more adequately for their jobs. Most courses taken in college by teachers
after they had begun teaching were of value in their teaching careers.
20. ?.'ethods courses and Student Teaching were regarded by teachers as
their most valuable courses in college, while classroom courses dealing in
generalities were of least value, they felt, A lack of appreciation of the
School of Education was expressed by several teachers who regarded courses as
a waste of time. This feeling is reflected in sonB of the advice given to
1^
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prospective teachers.
21. Advice to prospective teachers may be broken down into various areas
according to the advice given. One group suggested that teachers-to-be for-
get about teaching entirely, due to the low salary. Another urged teachers
to know their subjects above all else, and to attend a liberal arts college
if possible, A third group suggested that teachers obtain as broad a back-
ground as possible, engage in extra-curricular activities at college, and
try to obtain experieace in handling groups of children. Most teachers sug-
gested that if the student liked teaching he should not hesitate to go into
it, but that he didn't care for children or teaching, to leave the field as
quickly as possible.
Recommendations
in the light of the data secured through this follow-up study, the
writer makes the follow suggestions:
1. Students of education in Social Studies should continue to major in
American History as their major subject, with other history courses to round
out the picture. They should obtain a broad coverage in the other Social
Studies, Sociology, Geographj/, Government, and ICconomics, since these are
all contained in the various social studies as taught in high schools, even
though they may not go by that name. English or Mathematics provides a
good minor for these subjects, especially for junior high schools.
2. Teachers should expect to teach in junior high schools in their firs-
position, and thus should try to secure a student teaching position in a
junior high school.
3. The School of Education should conduct further studies on the needs
i
of teachers, and in the light of findings, if they prove what this study in-
t
dicates, offer broad courses in sports methods to all teachers, or a general
course in extra-curricular activities, in T^hich the college student selects
those activities in which he is especially interested for further study.
In addition, courses in interviemng, for the purpose of establishing rap-
port betv/een teacher and pupil, and in the conducting of the homeroom, for thj^
purpose of improviiig the administration of that important part of the modern
school, should be offered to students. Far too many homerooms are merely
places v/here the pupils study while the teacher catches up on his reading or
his record keeping. Courses in guidance, of course, should include the
individual and group aspects of this function.
4, Students in the School of liducation should be encouraged and even re-
quired to engage in certain extra-curricular activities, in order to keep in
touch with the student's viewpoint and to learn more about a greater variety
of activities.
5. All of those routine activities, mimeographing, record-keeping, typ-
ing, and running of movie projectors, in which the prospective teacher may
feel inadequately prepared, should be taught as brush-up courses, or included
during the months that the teacher engages in student teaching. These routine
activities, in which all teachers are expected to be proficient, should be
listed by the school and checked by the teacher before graduation,
6, As suggested before, the school should maintain a list of all schools
and tov/ns where graduates are likely to teach, in order that the prospective
teacher may study a location before he accepts a position.
7. The school should accept the subjective evaluation of graduates re-
garding subjects, not as "Sour grapes", but with a true scientific attitude
of study, evaluation and revision, if necessary.
140
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Returning to the objectives of the study, the writer asks:
7. What type of tabulstion sheets, charts, graphs, etc., will most
economically, accurately, and interestingly demonstrate to the School of
Education students the nature of the positions held by graduates.
For the ansv;er to this question, the v.Titer referes his readers to the
tables, charts, and graphs employed in this study.
8. How can the School of Education most economically conduct follow-up
studies without entailing overwhelming expense and experiencing diminishing
returns for the effort expended upon the project?
The first step in the obtaining of accurate results in follow-up studies
is the securing of correct and recent addresses. This has already been dis-
cussed. Secondly, by emPloyipg students in follow-up studies as part of their
regular training, instead of having them write term papers based on knowledge
obtained in one or a fev/ books, the school is able to serve the double pur-
pose of securing important information and educating its students, who can
derive important ..nowledge from the studies they make. The students thus
engaged also become "follow-up" conscious, and when they graduate are glad to
cooperate in further studies conducted by those who follow them. Lastly, th^
school should maintain an accurate file, kept by students, of graduates who
are teaching, and pertinent information on these graduates.
9. ITiat references may be used to discover the nature of other follow-up
studies already conducted, and to utilize the experience of others in saving
tir;...e and money?
These have already been indicated in Chapter tv/o.
Conclusion
In spite of the 7ri.de scope of this study, and the experimental nature

of the results obtained, the writer feels that a good deal has been discover
ed regarding social studies teachers, graduates of Boston University, ler-
haps it is too much to expect, however, that the results of the thesis will
be utilized in starting sorae sort of follow-up service at the School of
Education. Studies of this kind, if not employed for some useful purpose,
should never have been started in the first place. The writer has gained
much valuable information from the study, and trusts that prospective teach-
ers may derive some benefit from it as well.
I
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